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Weaks moved the meeting place of Fiscal Court to accommodate the crowd he anticipated
Calloway County Judge/Executive George
transfer station. He wasn't disappointed. County residents packed the
would show up for Tuesday's special meeting qaa solid waste
meeting.
called
the
att#nd
to
District Courtroom at the Miller Annex

Fiscal Court trashes transfer station
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Timms Staff Writer

2 shopping
days to Christmas

LIGHT HOUSES
Winners of the Murray
Woman's Club Christmas
decorations contest have
helped brighten up the holidays. Page 14

FORECAST
Windy and much colder
tonight with flurries possible.
Low 15 to 20. Northwest wind
15 to 20 and gusty. Thursday,
windy and cold with flurries
possible. High near 30. Christmas weekend forecast: Dry
and a little warmer Christmas
day. Lows in the the teens.
Highs around 40. Dry and cold
Saturday and Sunday. Lows 15
to 20. Highs in the mid 20s.
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KENTUCKY LAKE
354.1, -0.2; below 315.4, +3.0
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers, who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

It has been a maze of red tape,
double-talk, meetings, petitions,
and even a letter from Governor
Jones, but the Calloway County
Fiscal Court hopes it has finally
put a halt to the opening of a solid waste transfer station.
The court adopted an amendment to an existing solid waste
ordinance at Tuesday's special
meeting.
Judge/Executive George Weeks
said the amendment, which establishes a permit process for the
licensing of solid waste stations,
will become a part of the county's waste plan.

County attorney David Harrington said the court now has "a
better legal basis" by adopting
the amendment than introducing
a new ordinance if Purchase Container Transport opposes the
action.
"Our existing policy regulates
haulers and deals with solid
waste. The amendment is an
extension of that policy. It shows
a logical extension of our plan
rather than passing a law to deal
with this particular situation,"
Harrington said.
Purchase Container Transport
filed a permit notification with
the state to use a transfer station
to unload barget of solid waste.
The magistrates also gave Har-

rington authority to take any legal action necessary to stop the
transport of solid waste through
the county without convening fiscal court.
Melvin Henley, chairman of
the Natural Resources Committee
of the Purchase Area Development District, believes the transfer station is "a dead issue."
According to Henley. the Port
of Murray-Calloway County is
permitted by TVA to handle commodities and the Corps of Engineers to handle grain.
"Yet, we still need this amendment, because when you're dealing with New Jersey garbage,
don't take any prisoners," Henley
said.

David Moore, president of the
Graves County Landfill where
the out-of-state trash was to be
taken, told Weaks after the meeting that his company never
intended to unload garbage at the
port.
Yet, the public notice printed
in the Ledger & Times Dec. 4
stated "the registrant proposes to
handle industrial, special and
municipal solid waste from New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut."
Moore said he filed the permit
with the state a year ago.
"It took the state that long to
process the form," he said.
III TURN TO PAGE 2

Enrollment growth slows for state universities
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Aseoclated Pre

Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
boom years of double-digit
growth in enrollments at Kentucky colleges and universities
appear to be over. In some cases
the reasons are designed; in
others decried.
Figures released by the Coun-

cil on Higher Education Tuesday
showed total enrollment during
the fall 1992 semester at public
and independent colleges and
universities grew by barely 0.6
percent compared with the fall of
1991.
There were 181,152 people
enrolled in 1992, compared with
180,079 students last year.
Enrollment at community col-

leges was stronger, but not the
huge increases seen recently.
Total higher education enrollment has grown by 37.9 percent
since the fall of 1985.
Gary Cox, executive director
of the Council on Higher Education, said the enrollment figures
do not necessarily reflect any less
interest among prospective
students.

"I guess it's fundamentally
more a function of economics
and universities limiting their
offerings based on budgets," Cox
said.
For example, the enrollment at
the University of Kentucky's
community colleges has more
than doubled since 1984, but

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
— A U.S. Army employee was
killed and three other American
civilians wounded by an anti-tank
mine today as they scouted the
area near Bardera, the next destination of the Marines' mercy
mission.
The death was the first of an
American since Marines came
ashore in Mogadishu on Dec. 9 as
the vanguard of a U.S.-led multinational force to safeguard the
delivery of food to Somalia's
starving.
The four, three of them State
Department security personnel,
were on a reconnaissance mission
in preparation for a planned
Christmas Eve push into Bardera.
Marine spokesman Col. Fred
Peck told reporters in Mogadishu.
He said the Army employee
was killed instantly.
Marine Lt. Gen. Robert Johnston, the commander of U.S. forces in Somalia, told ABC's
"Good Morning America," "We
knew, especially when we
approached places like this, that
the concerns regarding mines
would be magnified. We have
done everything we could to
mark them."
Forces will be even more diligent in looking for mines, but
their mission will not change, he
said.
The wounded were taken to the
USS Tripoli, an amphibious
assault ship off the Somali coast,
where one was in critical and two
were in stable condition. A second mine was found in the area,
Peck said, but he did not know if
the mines were newly laid — and
perhaps directed at the foreign
troops — or among the many
explosives put down by factions
involved in the country's civil
war.
Roads and trails around Bardera have been mined in recent
weeks by the warlord holding the
111 TURN TO PAGE 2
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Government seizes disabled veteran's home

which gathered information about the enemy and pera drug crime to be committed there.
SALEM, Ky. (AP) — The federal government confis- allowing
search-and-destroy missions.
she
formed
whether
She would not comment when asked
cated and is selling the house and land of a partially disabclasses of soldiers saw more combat, said
other
Few
over
home
their
lose
to
Mays
it was fair for the
led Vietnam veteran who testified that he grew and used thought
Gordon Williams, a Paducah psychologist who is treating
what a jury thought was a misdemeanor.
marijuana to ease his pain.
May for the effects of the trauma he suffered more than 20
said.
she
"You'll have to ask Congress about that,"
Although he was accused of trafficking in marijuana and
years ago.
The Mays do not know where they will go now.
cocaine, Steve May was convicted in Livingston Circuit
May was injured in 1969 after a soldier walking in front
couple
the
that
showed
records
financial
other
and
Bank
Court only of growing marijuana for his own use.
the unit stepped on a mine. The shrapnel hit May in the
he
of
month
a
not have any income besides the $1,200
Some jurors cried when May, wounded by a land mine, did
against a tree, which
in disability payments and the money his wife back, leg and hip. He was thrown
testified that he had no friends. The recommended sentence receives
back.
lower
his
injured
earned from selling crafts.
was a 120-day jail term and a $500 fine.
my family
May was hospitalized for two months and awarded the
punishing
they're
that
right
it's
feel
don't
"I
said
t
In a settlement reached last month, the governmen
him 20 percent disabled.
for something I did," May said. "If I killed somebody and Purple Heart. Doctors declared
the $65,000 home and 33 acres outside Salem will be sold,
in Chicago until 1979,
Conrail
for
worked
they
May
Later,
brought them up here and stuck them in my basement,
with May's wife receiving one-half of what it brings.
a S70,000 settlement
With
back.
his
or
reinjured
he
property
when
my
take
wouldn't
put me in jail. They
Assistant U.S. Attorney Marisa Ford, who represented would
their two young sons
and
wife
his
May,
railroad,
the
from
my house."
the federal government, said the law permits property seiand
18
A high school dropout, May was drafted at
zure even if the person is not convicted of any drug crime.
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Holiday closings

PUBLIC OPINION

issue?
How have our elected officials handled the solid waste

Various local offices and
agencies have reported their
hours during the Christmas
holiday.
The Calloway County courthouse closed today (Wednesday) and Murray's City Hall
offices close at noon Thursday. Offices will re-open Monday morning. The Calloway
Co. Sheriff's Department and
the Murray Fire Department
will close at noon Thursday
and be closed Friday, but
officers will be on call.
• • • •
Offices of the Murray Lodger & Times will close at noon
Thursday and will re-open at 8
a.m. Monday morning. There
will be no newspaper public",
tion or delivery on Christmas
Day, but publication and delivery will resume on Saturday.
Any subscribers who do not
receive their paper on Thursday afternoon are asked to call
753-1916 between 3-4 p.m.

KATHY LYONS
They have handled the problem excellently. Tuesday's
meeting of Fiscal Court is an
example of the concern we all
have
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I think, so far, they have
led it well They have
what they knew to do
hope they continue to
through
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BRYCE RACHELL
I think they are doing all they
can They've gone as far as
they can
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Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Numbers of uninsured fall slightly in Kentucky
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II Enrollment growth...

- Fridat

Enrollment figures and percentage change for fall 1992
semester at Kentucky universities and colleges:
State Universities
Eastern: 16,866 +2.1
Kentucky State: 2,544 +0.4
Morehead: 9,169 +4.1
MURRAY: 8.190 -1.7
Northern: 11,888 +3.0
UK: 24,197 +0.3
Louisville: 22,634 -4.0
Western: 15,750 -0.1
Community Colleges
Ashland: 3,267 +2.4
Elizabethtown: 4,297 +7.7
Hazard: 1,695 +18.6
Henderson: 1,458 +1.0
Hopkinsville: 3,020 -2.0
Jefferson: 11,861 +8.1
Lexington: 4,862 -2.5
Madisonville: 2,403 +3.9
Maysville: 1,325 +7.6
Owensboro: 2,900 +12.1
Paducah: 3,133 -1.5
Prestonsburg: 2,887 +0.8
Somerset: 2,485 -2.8
Southeast: 2,453 +9.0

FROM PAGE 1
grew by only 4.3 percent from
1991 to 1992.
But UK officials say community colleges actually restricted
enrollment because of budget
restraints.
"They just didn't have the
facilities and the teachers," UK
spokesman Bernie Vonderheide
said.
The General Fund appropriation for higher education was
actually cut by 1.6 percent this
year, the first such real cut in
funding in history.
At other institutions, especially
the University of Louisville.
strategic decisions have been
made to emphasize programs
such as graduate and professional
offerings and limit some undergraduate enrollments. Thus,
undergraduate enrollment at
Louisville fell by 6.1 percent in
1992 while the number of graduate students rose by 1.2 percent.
Cox said another factor is the
Total enrollment at the eight
smaller number of high school
graduates coming out of Ken- state universities, not including
tucky's secondary schools. That community college numbers,
is reflected in the 5 percent went from 111,213 in 1991 to
decline in the number of first- 111,238 in 1992.
Enrollment at two- and fourtime freshmen NI Kentucky
year private institutions fell from
campuses.
At the same time, the number 22,797 to 21,868.
Enrollment at other indepenof nontraditional students those age 25 or older - has dent institutions and seminaries
grown to make up 34.6 percent of licensed by the council grew to
the total undergraduate 3,582 in 1992. Those figures are
not included in the comparisons.
enrollment.
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Moore confirmed that he talked
to Dan Hutson II, owner of the
Murray-Calloway County port,
only about handling auto-fluff,
which is ground-up car interiors.
Officials still don't know what
Moore's original application outlined because the state has not
fulfilled an open records milkiest
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town, Mohamed Said Hirsi, a
son-in-law of former dictator
Mohammed Siad Barre known as
Gen. Morgan.
Peck said residents arc familiar
with most of the mine fields and
have marked safe paths around
them.
The Americans "were traveling in an area where it was
assumed all known mines were
marked," he said. The spokes-

Salesmen's Samples
Starting at $5
Painted Tux Shirts
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Steve Lax has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for reelection to the post of Calloway County Magistrate for District 2.

FIRE DESTROYS TOBACCO BARN

Fire destroyed a tobacco barn in Kirksey owned by Mike Duncan at approximately 7:47 p.m. Tuesday. Three trucks and 15 men from Calloway County
Fire Rescue responded to the call. Firefighter Mike Sykes said the barn was
completely engulfed in flames when they arrived.

POT CHARGE
SHOPLIFTING ARREST LEADS TO Tuesday
and charged
Richard W. Warrnath. Route 2, Benton, was arrested

merchanwith shopliftng after K-Mart personnel observed him concealing
from
taken
was
Warmath
reports.
police
to
According
$19.97.
at
dise valued
Jump.
Mike
Officer
by
processing
for
Department
K-Mart to Murray Police
Warmath was then transported to Calloway County Jail where a routine
During
search was conducted by Jump and Assistant Jailer Roger Dawson.
to be in Warthe search, three small bags of marijuana were discovered
math's possession, resulting in an additional charge of possession of marijuana less than eight ounces.

Jones given low marks
on hiring of minorities
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writor

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.
Brcrcton Jones got a "report
card" on his administration's
minority hiring. It said he
fluhked, but Jones said it should
be all A's.
"We'll put this administration
up against any administration in
history," Jones said Tuesday.
"And it will not only compare
favorably, it will supersede what
any other administration has
done."
Four activists who delivered
the report Tuesday said Jones'
appointment of blacks to a few
visible positions obscured a bigger picture - that blacks had a
larger percentage of state government's 30,(XX) jobs under former
Goys. Martha Layne Collins and
Wallace Wilkinson.
"He keeps bragging about how
well he has done, when in actuality the Wilkinson and Collins
administrations did better," said
the Rev. Louis Coleman of
Shelbyville.
Jones challenged the critics to

man said mine-sweeping was
planned as part of the move into
Bardera on Thursday.
The four had traveled from
Baidoa, about 120 miles to the
north, along the same route 1,000
Marines and French paratroopers
planned to take Thursday.
Peck said they were alone in a
"civilian vehicle" about a half
mile north of Bardera's airfield.
He said their names would be
released later.
The Army employee was the

End-of-the-Year Sale

i

u
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Local News Roundup

look beyond plain .Aumbers to
"positions of authon-iy."
'We have put' African Americans and women in more
positions of authority than any
administration in history," he
said.
The report by Coleman's
office, the Justice Resource Center, said minorities made up 7.06
percent of the executive-branch
work force on June 30, down
from 7.62 percent at the same
point in 1991.
The affirmative-action plan for
state government sets a minority
hiring goal of 7.4 percent. Eleven
of the administration's 14
cabinets fall short, as does Jones'
office, which has four blacks 5.97 percent - among 67
employees, the report said.
Coleman said the report was
drawn from the state Department
of Personnel's own figures. But
Jones said the critics were "dealing with old numbers" and "trying to promote themselves."
"I have a case to make to
promote African-Americans and
women and I'm 1,000 percent
proud of what we have done,"
Jones said.

third foreigner killed since the
Marines arrived. The other two
were aid workers from Bulgaria
and Belgium.
U.S. special envoy Robert
Oakley was to fly to Bardera later
today to talk to clan elders and
community leaders in advance of
the Marines' arrival.
Peck said Oakley was either
already in Bardera or en route,
and that the incident would not
affect U.S. plans to move into
Bardera.
Murray Ledger & Times
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earners - those making between
$25,000 and $50,000 a year.
Health-care reform is high on
President-elect Clinton's agenda,
and several states, including Kentucky, want to move ahead with
their own programs.
Within the next few weeks,
Kentucky Gov. Brereton Jones is
expected to present a revised version of a universal health-care
program he unveiled in September. After lawmakers questioned
cost figures, Jones said he would
obtain more accurate estimates.
He plans to call the General
Assembly into special session
next year to consider the
proposals.

•American killed...
FROM PAGE 1
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made by city planner Don Elias.
Elias said he asked the Division of Waste Management for a
copy of the form Dec. 8. He has
spoken twice to Sharon Stevens,
in charge of the division's
records, about the request.
He was told both times that a
copy was in the mail. He still
hasn't received it.
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program uses state money to provide health care to the poor.
"We have a fairly liberal
Medicaid program in the state
and have moved to voluntary
expansion under both the (Martha
Layne) Collins and (Wallace)
Wilkinson administrations,"
Hughes said.
Nationally, 35.4 million people, or 14.1 percent of the population, lacked health insurance in
1991 - more than in 1990 when
34.7 million people were
uninsured.
Spokesmen for the groups issuing the report said the problem is
growing, especially among
minorities and middle-class wage
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of Columbia and was based on
census data.
Kentucky's mid-level ranking
came as a surprise to Brad Hughes, spokesman for the state
Human Resources Cabinet, who
noted the state had not done as
well in other studies. The Amencan Public Health Association,
for example, recently gave the
state poor marks in such areas as
access and community health service, but some of the data were
"grossly outdated," he said.
Hughes said Kentucky's slight
improvement in coverage is probably the result of extending
Medicaid benefits to more pregnant women and babies. That

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The number of pewit without
medical insurance fell slightly in
Kentucky, which finished 27th in
a ranking Of states, a report
showed.
Kentucky's total of 476.000
uninsured residents, or 13.1 percent, in 1991 was down slightly
from 1990, when 430.000 people.
or 13.2 percent. lacked coverage.
The state bucked a national
trend by reducing the number of
people without insurance.
Physicians for a National
Health Program and consumer
group Public Citizen issued the
report Monday in Washington. It
ranked the 50 states and District
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Cancer drug developed in Kentucky is approved
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
cancer drug developed by a Lexington company will be tested
soon on humans with the approval of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.
The first patients probably will
receive CBT-1 sometime in January, according to officials of
CBA Research Inc., which
received the government's goahead last month.
Initial tests will establish effective dosage levels and determine
whether the drug has any toxic
side effects. If those studies turn
out well, clinical trials would follow to gauge whether CBT-I is
effective against cancer.
It is intended to boost the
effectiveness of standard anticancer drugs by suppressing —
or even reversing — the ability of
certain cancer cells to resist chemotherapy, said David Williams,
CBA's vice president for public
relations.
Williams said the hope is that
CBT-I not only will help anticancer drugs work better but also
make them effective at lower

dosages. That could mean fewer
unpleasant side effects for chemotherapy patients.
Still, CBT-I could be years
away from the commercial market. At least two other drugs are
being tested that are intended to
do the same thing.
Officials say that CBT-1 is
derived from a plant root, but
they will not identify which
plant. A patent on the compound
is pending. However, Williams
sayi the plant is "pretty prevalent around the world" and that it
would be easy to obtain in
quantity.
CBT-1 is aimed at a major
problem in cancer treatment
called MDR, or multidrug resistance. The term refers to the ability of some cancer cells to resist
the powerful anti-cancer drugs
used in chemotherapy. Even
when multiple drugs are combined, resistant cells are
unharmed.
This often occurs in patients
whose cancer responds to treatment, then suddenly reappears.
Often, the new tumors resist che-

News of the World
CLINTON DOWN TO FINAL FOUR
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — With his economic and foreign policy teams in place,
President-elect Clinton is focusing on filling four remaining Cabinet seats,
including the marquee post of attorney general. Transition aides said Clinton
planned to appoint the first woman to head the Justice Department. Mentioned most prominently was Washington attorney Brooksley Born, although
at least two other women still were believed to be in the running Tuesday.
Clinton also must choose agriculture, interior and transportation secretaries.
His staff said appointments were not expected today, although aides did not
rule out a late change in plans. The president-elect said he still hoped to
finish the Cabinet selection process by Christmas. On Tuesday, Clinton
announced his eight-member foreign policy team Leading the group were
lawyer-diplomat Warren Christopher and House Armed Services Committee
Chairman Les Aspin, D-Wis., as secretary of state and defense,
respectiveiy.

AIRLINES MAKING A HOLIDAY PRICE HIKE

NEW YORK — Major airlines are raising fares on Christmas Eve even as
the government tries to make price increases a riskier venture. The Justice
Department, which sued eight major airlines Monday over their pricing policies, wants to install a system that would make airlines more likely to lose
business if they raise prices and competitors don't follow. The fare hikes,
announced Tuesday, appear part of an effort to get in as many increases as
possible before the government makes it more difficult, said Tom Parsons,
editor of Best Fares magazine, which tracks ticket prices. Starting Thursday
night, one-way, unrestricted tickets will rise by $10 to $80. The increase
affects tickets most often purchased by business travelers and others who
buy at the last minute.

DE-ICING REGULATIONS STILL UNTESTED

WASHINGTON — New federal aircraft de-icing regulations seem to be
working well so far, but have yet to be tested by a prolonged bout of wintry
weather, airline officials say. "We have to honestly say that we've not yet
this winter experienced the kind of severe icing conditions that would test
the program in a real-world sense,- Jerry Cosley, a spokesman for Trans
World Airlines, said Tuesday. But, he added, "We think the rules are working." Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., on Tuesday released a General
Accounting Office audit that concluded the new aircraft de-icing regulations
will improve flight safety, but that the required inspections were not tough
enough The rules, adopted by the Federal Aviation Administration in
November, allow pilots of most large planes to determine from inside their
aircraft whether ice has formed again after de-icing fluids have been
applied

HARK! THE CAROL NAMERS SING

LONDON — In choosing the best of the world's Christmas carols, the editors of The New Oxford Book of Carols" weeded through bad tunes, bad
texts, even bad motives. Some they left in place ''There are a few carols of
no obvious distinction which are held in such universal affection that it would
have been churlish to omit them," Hugh Keyte and Andrew Parrott write in
the introduction to the weighty book. They refrain from naming stinkers,
although declaring that "We Wish You a Merry Christmas" is "still in all too
common use." Parrott, who directs the Taverner Consort musical group,
began the book with Keyte in 1985, planning to spend a couple of months
assembling about 50 carols. The carols grew to 200, plus nearly 300 tunes,
and seven years' work. "There are some wonderful texts with bad tunes,
and some wonderful tunes with bad texts," Parrott said in an interview.

LENO UNHAPPY WITH NBC'S INDECISION

NEW YORK — Jay Leno says he's upset with NBC for not reassuring him
that he won't be fired as "Tonight show host in favor of David Letterman. "I
don't think it will happen," Leno was quoted in Wednesday's New York
Times. "I'm not sure and that's the annoying part." In a telephone interview,
Leno told the Times that NBC President Robert C. Wright has given him no
assurances about his future. "He said they don't know what they're doing
yet," Leno said. "I appreciate the candor, but it does disappoint me." Leno
took over "The Tonight Show- last May, replacing Johnny Carson, who was
host of the program for 30 years. He beat out Letterman, whose "Late
Night- show airs on NBC at 12:35 a.m., immediately after "Tonight," which
comes on at 11:35 p.m. Letterman, who was miffed when NBC passed him
over, has given the network a Jan. 15 deadline to match a $16 million offer
from CBS to star in a show opposite Leno's. Leno said NBC should make a
decision quickly. "NBC is like a guy with two girlfriends who doesn't know
which one he's going to marry on Jan. 15. And the longer you wait, the
madder they both get," he said. He also said NBC should be pleased with
the job he's done. "Am I crazy? The ratings are going up, the advertisers
are happy and so are the affiliates," he said.

motherapy. But in some cancers
resistance appears with initial
treatment.
"It's an extremely serious
problem," said Dr. Michael Gottesman, a Maryland -based
researcher who works on drug
resistance.
"We get about a million new
cancer cases each year, and about
half are cured by surgery or radiation. Of the other half, about 10
percent are cured by chemotherapy. But that still leaves around
450,000 cases that can't be cured
because they are multidrug resistant. That's almost half of all
cases," Gottesman said.
There are several theories as to
what causes multidrug resistance.
A popular theory concerns a
material in cells called Pglycoprotein. Researchers think it
acts as a pump, flushing toxic
substances out of the cell. Since
anti-cancer drugs are highly toxic, the protein simply pumps
them out of the cell, making it
essentially immune to
chemotherapy.
But Williams says that CBT-1

appears to have the ability to
reverse the P-glycoprotein pump,
so that it actually pumps anticancer drugs into the cell. He
said that during in-house tests in
mice, combining CBT-I with
standard chemotherapy agents
appeared to eliminate drug resistance, allowing dosages of the
anti-cancer agents to be cut in
half.
"We know of no one else who
has been able to reverse the
pump," he said. In practice, a
patient would take CBT-1 in pill
form while chemotherapy is
under way, Williams said.
Two immune-suppressant
drugs called Verapamil and
Cyclosporin A already are being
tested, and more are likely to be
introduced, said Dr. Michael
Doukas, an oncologist at the University of Kentucky.
"The question is which one
does the best job with the least
side effects. It's a very complex
issue when you talk about getting
out of a test tube and into a
person."

Governor giving mixed
signals on park bonds
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — There
are mixed signals emerging from
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration on how to go about getting
the General Assembly to approve
$100 million in bonds that are
supposed to renovate the state
parks.
The 1992 legislature authorized the state to sell the bonds
with proceeds to be used to
rebuild the state parks. But that
law also stipulates that the legislature has to approve the specific
projects to be funded and that list
has to be turned over to lawmakers at least 30 days before any
session where the subject is
considered.
It was Jones who initially
raised the possibility of putting
the parks bonds item on a special
session on health care.
"We weren't even thinking of
other special sessions at that
time," Jones said.
On Tuesday, Jones ruled out
that scenario, saying health care
was so important it had to be
taken up by itself.
And Jones also said that a
separate special session to consider an ethics package for public
officials will probably be held
immediately after the General

Assembly's organizational session the first week of January.
The result is an uncertain
future for the parks bonds.
There now appears to be the
possibility of as many as three
special sessions in early 1993
with the list of requests for
adding to agendas seemingly
growing by the day.
There also is some confusion
within the administration about
the status of the priority list.
Tourism Secretary Crit Luallen
said this week that the list was
ready earlier, but is now being
revised and won't be made public
until it is turned over to the
legislature.
But a report compiled by
Jones' office about his first year
in office seems to indicate that
the list is done.
"After months of intensively
examining park system needs,
Tourism Cabinet officials developed a list of priorities for the
bond issue," the report said.
"The list of proposed projects
includes enhancement of facilities
at day-use parks and historic sites
and construction of revenue
enhancement facilities."
The report goes on to say that
the list is to be considered during
a special session in early 1993,
"with construction expected to
begin soon thereafter."
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Every Saturday & Monday
530 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537
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This custom-built in 1991
brick home boasts a formal
living area, large family
room, beautiful deck w/nice
view, large workshop area &
central gas heat. Only minutes from town. Priced in
the mid $80's.
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Hong Kong
Restaurant
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is celebrating its

10 Year Anniversary.
To show appreciation for your
patronage over the past 10
years, the staff at Hong Kong
Restaurant would like to give you
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off any meal
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December 26-31
(Dine in or carry out)
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moved back to Kentucky. For a
year his family lived in a trailer
while they built a house on 33
acres that he had bought a few
years earlier.
In 1984, May hurt his back
again when a tree his sons were
cutting fell on him. A surgeon
inserted two 10-inch rods in his
back to stabilize it. But May fell
a few years later, breaking the
rods and increasing the pain he
had always felt.
The Veterans Administration
considers him 30 percent disabled
from post-traumatic stress disorder, the result of his combat
experiences.

May testified that he began
smoking marijuana because his
pain pills made his stomach
bleed. To get injections to relieve
the pain, May had to drive several hours to the nearest VA hospital in Marion, Ill. He said the
marijuana relieved his anxiety
and helped him forget his back
pain, which at times has forced
him to wear braces or use a
wheelchair.
"The federal government is
not bound by what the states
do," said William McGee, May's
lawyer. "It's almost like a foreign country. They have their own
rules, their own procedures and
their own punishments."

Open 7 days a week
11 a.m. - 9:30 p.m
Sun.-Fri.
4:30-9:30 p.m.
Sat.
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Letters to the Editor
Another objection to solid waste
Dear Editor:
Count me in as an objector to the transfer of solid waste from the
east through Calloway County.
I can't understand why Pennsylvania, with 45.308 square miles:
New York state, with 49.380 square miles, and Ohio with 41,380
square miles can't find room for solid waste disposal. Kentucky. by
the way, has only 40,410 square miles.
The only reason I can think of is that some one is in for big bucks
at the expense of local (western Kentucky) residents.
Jim and Fran Sander
500 S. 16th. Murray

Thanks KBA bikersfor toy run
Dear Editor.
Department for Social Services,
On behalf of the Calloway County
le Association (KBA ).
Motorcyc
y
Kentuck
I would like to thank the
their Toys for Tots
for
County
Western Distoct. Bikers of Calloway
run and was a
bikers'
annual
second
run held on Oct. 10 This was the
Social Services in Calloway
huge success. All toys donated to the
care or out-of-home care.
County were distributed to children in foster
cars, and 120 people
20
bikers.
75
There were approximately
involved in this year's bike run in Murray.
Barrett who has e been
A special thanks goes to Charles and Edna
run for the past two
Tots
for
Toys
instrumental in organizing the
Wal-Mart's generosity in
years. Also. I would like to acknowledge
store.
their
letting the bikers purchase toys through
Supervisor
Services
Family
Bradley.
Stephen Joe
5. Murray
Box
P()
Dept. for Social Ser.ices.

George Bush's heart was in the
right place when he decided to send
Marines to Somalia. It's a terrible
sight, all those gaunt, starving women and children on TV.
The question is, where was
Bush's brain?
Yes. it is tragic that there is
famine in Somalia, with murderous,
extortionist thugs harassing the relief workers and stealing the food.
And it must have warmed the
hearts of millions when our Marines
landed and many of the gunmen
went running off into the countryside.
Our pride will grow even more
when we see scenes on TV of our
troops being cheered by bedraggled
Somalis and the food trucks finally
reaching those in need.
Then what?
Maybe Bush didn't give any
thought to the "then what" part of
this drama. Since he'll soon be
moving to Texas, he won't have to
deal with the "then what" problem.
All he has said is that the Marines
will go in, get the food supply
moving, then they'll leave. Maybe
next month.
If that's what happens. then it will
have been a tragic waste of time and
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Sure, well have made it possible
for some people to be fed. Well
have saved some lives. At least for
the moment. But they'll probably
die after we leave.

ROYKO SAYS
0
):
2
t
gi

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
Just because the looters and kill- guns at the door. Thousands of these
ers have dropped outof sight doesn't guns are in the hands of young men
mean they have given up their nasty who have killed and would be
ways and are now going to enroll in willing to kill again. We know that
we are the greatest superpower on
computer school.
They still have their weapons. Earth. But those Somali gunslingers
And not a bunch of peashooter might not be impressed. The
Saturday night specials, either. Vietcong sure weren't.
So if the U.N. wants Somalia to
They're probably as well-armed as
have
gun control, I suggest that
our Marines. They still belong to
delegate who votes "aye"
every
gangs
tribes,
,
their clans, subclans
should notify his country to send
and feuding families.
So as soon as we're gone, they're about 10,000 troops to do the job.
to
going to be back in business, fight- Let them put together an army
ty
tranquili
into
peace,
Somalia
blast
ing their tribal power wars and
order.
law
and
and
which
grabbing something of value,
It would take a sizable army to do
in that pathetic country means food.
it.
Sure, we could handle it
The babbling mouths at the Uns if we wanted to send over
ourselve
The
answer:
ited Nations have the
combat divisions and
more
few
a
them.
disarm
Marines should
l and accept that
personne
support
No offense meant, but arc those
a fcw Somalis
kill
quite
to
have
we'll
nuts?
rs
U.N. characte
We are outgunned. While 25,000 and that Somalis will probably kill
Marines is an impressive force, quite a few Americans.
Then what? Ah, that same dumb,
there are hundreds of thousands of
question.
nagging
weapons in Somalia.
g we have subdued the
Assumin
with
This isn't a western movie,
, their followers and
rival
warlords
telling
marshal
new
fast-draw
the
e killers, bandits
of
the
free-lanc
the saloon riffraff to check their all

and other belligerents, either by
killing them, locking them up, or
taking away their weapons, we
would then have to decide what we
do with Somalia.
We can't make it a state, because
that would require a constitutional
amendment and the only people
who would vote for it would be
basketball coaches.
And we can't declare it a colony,
because that's no longer fashionable. If we tried it, half the Third
World nations would be furious
with us, and the other half would be
demanding colonial status for themselves.
• So we would have to establish a
government that would somehow
create stability and prosperity while
being kind and good. If we put some
fingernail-pulling tyrant in there,
we'll be condemned by all the
goodness mongers at home and
abroad.
Let's say we establish a Somali
government that is kind and good.
Then we finally leave. And as soon
as we got 20 feet offshore, the clans,
tribes and subclans would dig up the
weapons they've been hiding and
would be back at each other's
throats.
George Bush has a few weeks left
as President. If the spirit of Christmas overwhelms him again, I hope
he just pops in a tape and watches
"It's a Wonderful Life."
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Did Clinton pick Carter retreads?

=

-_

By RUTH SINAI ,
Associated Press News Analysis

.6;

WASHINGTON — When Bill Clinton was considering candidates
for his administration's top foreign affairs and defense jobs. he faced
a dilemma: how to keep a campaign promise of change while entrusting the nation's - security to experienced hands.
His solutiOn, revealed Tuesday. was to name a diverse group of old
hands from the Carter administration who have kept busy for the past
dozen years in government, Congress, academe and law.
"I don't think that you can make change in an area this important
unless you also know what needs to the maintained, and unless you
in
have people of real seasoning and judgment." 'Clinton said
State
and
Defense
the
for
choices
Cabinet
his
ing
announc
departments.
Speaking with reporters in Little Rock, Ark., he bristled at the suggestion that his team members. were "sort of retreads."
Let's face it, he said, where else could you find Democrats with
relatively recent government experience other than among the alumni
of the Carter administration?
Warren Christopher. the secretary of state-designate. served as No
at
the State Department under Cyrus Vance and Edmund Muskie.
2
Anthony Lake, Clinton's choice for national security adviser, was
director of policy planning at State. R. James Woolsey, the designated
CIA director, was undersecretary of the Navy. Sandy Berger. Lake's
incoming deputy, was also Lake's deputy under Jimmy Carter.
Rep. Les Aspin, whom Clinton tapped for defense secretary, is an
exception to the rule. During the Carter administration he was a member of Congresis and later rose to head the House Armed Services
Committee.
But other than their common experience in the Carter administration, Clinton's picks are a diverse group of individuals.
Like his other Cabinet choices. Clinton's national security and
defense group has as share of Washington insiders — Aspin and
Woolsey —,and outsiders like Lake and Madeleine Albright. the
Georgetown University professor named as U.N. ambassador.
Lake sat out the 12 years of Republican administrations as a professor of international studies at Amherst and Mount Holyoke colleges.
Berger joined a law firm and served as an international trade lawyer
and lobbyist.
Woolsey, on the other hand, took on complex arms control negotiations for the Reagan and Bush administrations, in between stints in
private law practice.
Aspin also tended to bipartisanship, building a defense record on
Capitol Hill that sometimes angered fellow Democrats, such as when
he supported aid to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels and voted for the
MX and Midgetman nuclear missiles.
But Clinton's choices could be, by and large, interpreted as a vote
of confidence in Carter's foreign policy — considered a failure when
he was defeated for re-election in 1980 but which history is judging
more favorably.
Clinton has embraced Carter's most enduring foreign policy legacy
— pledging to make respect for human rights a major litmus test for
U.S. relations with the rest of the world.
But like Carter, Clinton may have to modify his campaign promises
to fit the changing world around him. And the team he has picked
demonstrated flexibility under Caner, and could do so again.
Carter's foreign policies, confronted with the fall of the shah of Iran
and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, evolved over four years
almost beyond recognition.
Carter took office promising to eschew military intervention in
foreign lands, to slash if not eliminate nuclear weapons and to make
human rights a standard bearer for U S relations with other countries.
The Carter who campaigned for re-election in 1980 sought a rapid
deployment military force to project U S power around the globe.
And a policy that has become known as the "Caner Doctrine" promised intervention to defend oil fields in the Persian Gulf. The end of
his presidency also saw a push for major new weapons systems.
Clinton has yet to clearly define his foreign policy, but his team
already is stressing the need for flexibility in the past-Soviet world of
shifting alliances, disintegrating countries, civil wars and famine.
"Not since 1968 has a new administration faced more difficult foreign problems," Lake said in accepting his appointment "I look forward to helping this president ... in an extraordinary new world of
turbulent dangers and enormous opportunity."

Toyota: Oh what afeeling!
FRANKFORT — Remember all
the gnashing of teeth seven years
ago when then-Gov. Martha Layne
Collins announced the state had
agreed to give Toyota Motor Corp.
$147 million in incentives to locate
a plant in Georgetown?
It was as if she had raided the
treasury, climbed to the top of the
Capitol dome, ripped open great
sacks full of $100 bills and tossed
them into the wind. Some economists claimed the state would never
get its money's worth, especially
since the actual cost was about
double because the incentives were
financed with borrowed money.
Collins, however, got her way
with the General Assembly and last
week she undoubtedly was chuckling to herself down at Saint Catharine College, where she's now president.
A study by Charles Haywood of
the University of Kentucky College
of Business and Economics found
the Mit got from the Toyota investment far more than Collins or even
Toyota itself envisioned at the time.
Admittedly, Haywood's study
was commissioned by Toyota and
the cost was $50,000 but at least
one independent assessment of
Haywoods conclusions found them
to be basically sound.
Here are some of the highlights:
-From 19146 to 2005, the total
payback in state taxes from Toyota
will reach $933 million, six times
the original incentive cost.
'Already, the $147 million in
incentives has been repaid in higher
tax revenues as a result of the huge
Toyota plant.
•The state's annual return on its

AGREE OU NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
investment in Toyota is 30.8 percent, not bad when 4 percent certificates of deposit are the norm these
days.
Other statistics cited by the study
are equally impressive. The
Georgetown plant has been expanded three times since ground
was broken in December 1985.
Collins then was banking on a
manufacturing plant employing
3,200. This year employment at
Toyota reached 4,350 and the study
projects 6,000 people will be working there by 1995.
The plant's payroll — upon
which all the original expectations
of economic rewards to the state
were based -. was first anticipated

to be $90 million a year. It's $185
million now and will be $275
million a year when the latest
expansion is completed.
You don't have to be an economics professor to understand that the
Toyota plant at Georgetown has had
a profound and lasting impact on the
entire state. Haywood says Kentucky's economic output this year is
$1.5 billion greater than it would
have been without Toyota. Imagine
the state budget cuts that would
have been necessary this year and in
years past without the tax revenues
generated by that extra $1.5 billion.
And there is a benefit from the
Toyota experience to Kentucky that

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opiniots on ow "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We

print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the lotbwing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writes address and telephone number included in case verification is
be
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should
of
topics
on
be
6hould
and
typewritten aid double-spaced if possible
Murray
The
words.
500
than
more
be
not
must
general interest. Letters
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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perhaps is more valuable than all
the payrolls, tax revenue and economic stimulus. The skeptics who
said Kentucky workers would never
meet Toyota's exacting standards of
production have been proved
wrong. The study found 96 percent
of the plant's employees are from
112 of the state's 120 counties.
Obviously, the Collins incentive
package's retraining programs more
than paid for themselves.
To the global manufacturing
community.Kentucky no longer is a
backwater state whose citizens can't
be expected to do much more than
dig coal. That was never true, but
Toyota's experience with the
Georgetown plant showed others
that they could hire Kentuckians to
work in high-technology plants and
be successful. Today, following
Toyota's lead, there are 56 automotive pans and materials plants in the
state employing 10,000 people.
Some of them supply Toyota;others
don't.
Toyota's success in Kentucky
doesn't mean the state necessarily
should throw huge sums of public
money at every opportunity that
comes along. Even Wallace Wilkinson, who critized Collins for the size
of the Toyota incentive and
promptly shut up when elected
governor, walked out of negotiations for an aircraft maintenance
hub at Louisville when the company's demands became excessive.
Carefully prepared and meticulously plotted, however, the right
incentives to the right companies
can be highly lucrative to Kentucky.
Are those more chuckles you hear
out of Saint Catharine?
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Stuart-Falwell wedding
and reception are planned

DATEBOOK
...
..--.*

Miss Bntney Benton Stuart and Matthew Wright Falwell will be
marned in a ceremony on Monday, Dec. 28, at Boone, N.C.
A reception will be Sunday, Jan. 3, from 3 to 5 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House at South Seventh and Vine Streets, Murray.
All relatives and fnends are invited to attend the reception.
The bnde-elect is the daughter of James and Bridget Stuart of Rt. 2,
Box 268, Murray. She is the granddaughter of C.D. and Gwen Stuart
of Lawton, Okla.
The groom-elect is the son of Bobby and Carol Falwell of Rt. 7,
Box 696, Murray. He is the grandson of John Falwell of Rt. 7, Murray, and of Gilbert and Nina Angelo of Uniontown, Pa.
Miss Stuart is currently a student at Murray State University.
Mr. Falwell is employed fulltime at Bandi's Welding and is a parttime student at Murray State University.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Mrs. Peggy Evans of Leatheaz, Surrey, England, is visiting in
the United States for the first time. She is the guest of her former
English friends, Winnie and James Jaywin, at their home on Ellis
Wrather Road, off Penny-Airport Road, Highway 783 North, near
Spring Creek Baptist Church.
Mrs. Evans, 78, says she is enjoying visiting here and especially
appreciates the hospitality and friendliness of the people here. She
said she was overwhelmed at the graciousness of the people when she
attended services at Spring Creek Baptist Church.
The Jaywins, she is from London and he is from Surrey, have been
in the United States for 12 years. They came here from Florida four
years and purchased their home with the help of Theresa Knight of
Kopperud Realty.
Mrs. Jaywin said after they sold their home in Port Richey, Fla.,
officials of Triple AAA mentioned that Kentucky was a beautiful state
and even mentioned the town of Murray.
Mrs. Jaywin said they arrived in Murray on a Saturday afternoon
about 4 p.m., pulled into the courtsquare area, and begin looking
around for restroom facilities.
As they were going out Main Street they saw that lights were on in
the Kopperud Realty building and stopped. Mrs. Knight was very gracious, served them coffee, and then checked them into Murray Plaza.
The Jaywins looked for four days at homes in the area and finally
found their present home, purchased it, and moved into the house on
Aug. 2, 1988.
Mrs. Jaywin said yesterday that they loved it here in Calloway
County, were proud of their move to the Western Kentucky area, and
were enjoying showing Mrs. Evans the sights of the area.

Singles (SOS) open house Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its Christmas Open HOUS3
at Pamela's home. This is an SOS tradition and all singles are welcome to
spend Christmas Day afternoon, from 2 to 7 p.m., with the group. Pamela is
one of the original founders of the SOS, an organization that has been providing support and positive social interaction for single adults throughout the
region for over five years. Refreshments will be provided, along with games
and fellowship. Singles do not have to be a member to attend. SOS is a
support and social group for single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information and directions to Pamela's
home, call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Catholic Church plans events
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have Christmas Masses on Thursday, Dec.
24, with the Children's Mass at 4:30 p.m. and the annual Midnight Mass,
and on Friday, Dec. 25, at 9 a.m. Dinner will be served on Christmas Day at
the church for any persons who will be alone on that day, according to Sr.
Mary Anne Yanz, O.P. Director of Religious Education.

Methodists plan service
First United Methodist Church will have a Candlelight Communion Service
on Thursday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. Dr. Jerry Jeffords, pastor, invites the public
to attend this service. The offering taken will go to the Pastor's Emergency
Fund to help those in need, Dr. Jeffords said.

Presbyterians plan service
First Presbyterian Church will have a Candlelight Communion, Special
Gift to Christ service on Thursday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. at the church. The
public is invited to attend this special service at the church located at Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. Interim pastors are the Rev. Betty Shepperson
and Dr. David Shepperson Jr.

Episcopal Church plans service
The traditional Christmas Eve Liturgy at St. John's Episcopal Church will
begin at 1030 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 24. Carol singing will precede the
service. Fr. Andre Trevathan, vice St. John's, will be the celebrant and
preacher, who invites the public to attend. The church is located at 1620
Main St., Murray.

Christian Church plans service
First Christian Church will have its Christmas Eve Candlelight and Holy
Communion Service on Thursday, Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. in the church sanctuary. 'This is one of the most extraordinary worship experiences of the entire
church year, featuring Jesus as the light of the world with each of us lighting
our candles from one another that in turn has been lit from the Christ
Candle,• said Dr. David Roos, pastor. A nursery will be available for children, 0 to 3 years.

MIIS Class to help Richardsons
Richie Richardson, a member of the 1977 graduating class of Murray
High School, and his wife, Jodi, and two young daughters. Amber, 8, and
Kent, 6, lost all of their belongings in a fire in their apartment they had lust
moved into at Tacoma, Wash. The family barely escaped the building and
were unable to save any of their things. The 1977 class members are collecting funds to send to Richie and his family. The Richardson family is now
residing at 3815 North Pearl St., Apt. C4, Tacoma, WA 98407. Any one
wishing to make a donation is asked to call Susan Wrye, Susan Brandon, or
Kelly Doran at 753-5515.

Temple Hill Lodge plans meeting
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have a special
meeting on Saturday, Dec. 26, at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464,
east of Almo. The purpose of the meeting will be the election of officers for
1993 All members are urged to attend.

MHS Class of 1973 will meet
Murray High School Class of 1973 will have a special planning meeting
for the upcoming 20-year reunion in 1993 This will be Saturday, Dec. 26, at
4 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. All class members are urged to attend to
plan this special event. For more information call Donna Cathey, 753-1982.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Dec. 23
;race Baptist Church events
include Christmas Celebration/7
p.m.

I

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Fellowship Supper/6 p.m.;
Prayer service/7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

May Santa
make all your
wishes come true
during this
festive season.

First Presbyterian Church events
include Choir/6:30 p.m.

Yours, Mine and Ours
Court Square
753-4057

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ_

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Daniel McGee

Hobbs and McGee vows
are solemnized Nov. 28
Belinda Gay Hobbs and Richard Daniel McGee were married on
Saturday, Nov. 28, at 6:30 p.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
The Rev. Jeffrey Jeffords officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Joan Bowker, Murray, organist, Patty Gieto,
Paris, Tenn., trumpeter, Danny Rowland, Murray, guitarist, and Rowland and Rev. Jeffords, vocalists.
The bride is the daughter of Charles and Betty Hobbs of Cunningham. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.M. Hobbs of Cunningham and of Mrs. Ethel Samples and the late Loyd Samples of
Fancy Farm.
The groom is the son of Ode and Melaine McGee of Hopkinsville.
He is the grandson of J.C. Richard Melvin of Hopkinsville, the late
Margaret Melvin of Old Hickory, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Walker McGee of Starke, Fla.
The bride, escorted by her father, wore a formal sheath gown of
candlelight silk embellished with sequins and pearls. The bodice featured a high banded collar with designs of sequins, lusters and pearls.
The sheer yoke was accented by tiny droplets of pearls placed around
a center cameo applique. Long fitted sleeves adorned with sequins
ended in points over the wrists.
Her headpiece was a side cluster spray of tiny pearls and shimmering sequins. Her bouquet consisted of white roses, gardenias and tube
roses with ivy and a strand of iridescent pearls.
Mrs. Lesa Robertson of Dallas, Texas, served as matron of honor.
Bridesmaid was Miss Monica Hobbs of Nashville, Tenn.
They wore identical tea-length black backless gowns featuring three
strands of pearls across the backs attached to pearl and luster floral
appliques on each shoulders. They carried a bouquet of white lilies
and ribbon.
The groom's father served as best man. Mark McGee, Hopkinsville,
brother of the groom, was groomsman.
Ushers and candlelighters were Carson Stone of Nashville, Tenn.,
and Johan Tanum of Oslo, Norway.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes with white rose
boutonnieres.
The register was kept by Elizabeth Miller of Murray. Programs
were presented by Lauren Miller.
Emily McGee and Erin McGee, Hopkinsville, nieces of the groom,
distributed bird seed bags after the ceremony.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club.
The three-tiered wedding cake was decorated with white roses and
chrysanthemums. The groom's cake was a three-tiered stacked German chocolate.
Serving were Mrs. Thirza McGee, Hopkinsville, sister-in-law of the
groom, and Miss Michelle Alexander and Miss Stacey Howie, both of
Murray.
Mrs. Lillian Robertson of Murray served as wedding coordinator.
Following a wedding trip to Negri!, Jamaica, the new Mr. and Mrs.
McGee are residing in Murray.
The bride received her bachelor's degree in accounting and her
MBA from Murray State University. She is currently vice president of
finance with H.T. Marketing, Inc. of Murray.
The groom attended Murray State University and is owner/manager
of McGee Pest Control of Murray, Inc.
Parents of the groom hosted a rehearsal dinner at Temptations
Restaurant in Murray.
Bndal events included a "Trim the Tree" party by Jeanne Soyars,
Nyla Higgins, Patsy Whitmer, Rosalee Mayo and Greta Drury, all of
Hopkinsville, at Soyars' home; engagement party by John and Cindy
Michaelis, Vicki Jones, Donna Tate and Laura Miller, all of Murray,
at Michaelis' home; a party by Buddy and Becky Hayes, Leesie Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Hayes, and Mr. and Mrs. Buck Kirkpatrick,
all of Hopkinsville, at Hayes' home.

GET WELL
SOON
KEISA

GAs sponsoring card delivery
The GAs of First Baptist Church we providing boxes for Christmas cards
again this yew. The boxes we located in the lobby of the Educational Building Persons may place your addressed Christmas cards in the appropriate
alphabetized boxes, and then we asked to place the equivalent amount of
the postage you would hay, spent in the collection box. This money will be
added to the Lottie Moon Chnstmas offering for Foreign Missions taken
each year at the holiday season

i‘
• 2,

OA will not meet this week
Overeaters Anonymous will not have a meeting today (Wednesday).
Meetings are usually held at Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive, Murray,
and are open to all interested persons. Meetings will resume on Wednesday, Jan 13. OA is a fellowship of man and women from all walks of life
who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics program. There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh -ins and no diets

^

.r ki

Senior Citizens' Center closed
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center at Weaks Community Center will be closed on Thursday and Friday, Dec. 24 and 25, for the
Christmas holidays. On Tuesday, Dec. 22, a potluck meal was served and
an open house followed. Exercising was held on Monday and today.
MCCSCC is a United Way Agency. The center will reopen on Monday, Dec.
28, at 9 a.m., according to Eric Kelleher, director of Senior Citizens.

.•!

From your lunch
table & friends!!

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

11
11101P,0

4
411
04.,..,0
44.4
‘
Church
/
.4.1

Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer servicen p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praiserl p.m.

1:
,0.it
li

'44*

•

Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
,
41

First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 a.m.
(Cont'd on page 6)

lent

Sappy
Holidays

Yuletide
Greetings

Your business and
friendship has been
greatly appreciated.

May your holidays

WAREHOUSE
TIRE

be filled with
love and
friendship.

Gerrald Boyd, Ronnie Melvin
and Families

Rose's Wheel
Alignment

400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

301 011ve • 753-1351

BIN Salentine
753-75111

Estate
rolessional Real
dra
You!!"
"We Care About

gt:ofr y to God
In the
Highest
This Christmas Eve
come join us at 7 p.m.
at

First United
Methodist Church
off the Court Square

for a special communion
service in honor of the
Christ child's birth.
503 Maple St • 753-3812
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ND
CALE
(Cont'd from pageAR

TWELVE DAYS
OF CHRISTMAS

Wednesday, Dec. 23
Baptist Church events
Grove
Elm
include Mid -Week Bible Study/1
p.m

SALE

Weaks Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.

CONTINUES
.
20% Ofr.
Tues., Dec. Vnd..-. Rugs
Christmas
OfT!
Wed., Dec. 23rd .......Candles

Thursday, Dec. 24
Murray Ledger & Times will
have an early deadline for Chnstmas Eve

20 to 50

Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today in observance of Christmas holiday.

Plus...

Al! Christmas Items

The R4ce

20-50% Off!

iMPOlitS4
Pixtle,•/-tclidou,9 rtf4fir!

UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CIIESTNUT ST.

Thursday, Dec. 24
Hazel Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

aft
Charter members of Mu Sigma Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International are, from left, front row, Annazette Fields, Angela
Smith, Ilayna Bowers. Dot Newbern, Tisha Rabe. back row,
Robyn Humphreys, Kim Berry. Julie Abernathy, Amy Scott, Jan
Pritchett and Stephanie Lively. Not pictured is Becky Byrum.

Chapter is chartered
By HELEN STEFFEN
Konetbelty ESA News Directof

A

Brenda's Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753 4582

The first collegiate chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Soronty in Kentucky, and the
50th Internationally, has been
chartered at the home of Mu Sigma's advisor, Kethie Fleming,
who is responsible for organizing
the chapter on the campus of
Murray State University.
Charter date was Nov. 29 with
the sponsoring chapter, Alpha Mu
*4760, furnishing refreshments.
Present from Alpha Mu were
Fleming, Helen Steffen, Helen
Campbell, Mary Vidmer, Marjorie Hall, Margaret Terhune and
Carol Lewis.
Eleven of the expected 12 girls
were present for the ceremonies
and the 12th was to pin at Alpha
Mu's Christmas dinner party on
Dec. 15 at the home of Dorotha
Bailey. She too will be considered a charter member.
Fleming introduced each girl,
including Angela Smith, Julie
Abernathy, Ilayne Bowers,
Annazette Fields, Stephanie Lively, Janice Pritchett, Amy Scott,
Kim Berry, Becky Byrum, Robyn
Humphreys, Dorothy Newbern
and Tish Rabe. All are students at
Murray State University.
Fleming first introduced Officiating Officer. Bertha Warner of
Gamma Tau, Henderson, who is a
member of the Nominating Committee of the International Council, Southeastern Regional Council Second Vice President, and
Past Kentucky State Council
President.
Also introduced were Kentucky State Council President Vicky
Jones; Fleming, first vice
president/president elect of KSC;
Janice Smith. mother of Angela
Smith, and Ann Fisher of Gamma
Tau, Henderson.

The charter ceremony was conducted by Bertha Warner who
combined themes of the IC Council president, the Southeast Regional Council president, Alpha
Mu's president. and of the new
Collegiate Chapter president,
"We've Only Just Begun."
Warner handed each pledge a
silver note as "a symbol of
becoming a new note in our
melody composed with love" as
they are joined with sisters in the
Southeastern Regional Council of
ESA International and Kentucky.
State Council.
The pledge ceremony was conducted by Fleming as Warner and
Jones handed the lighted candles
to each of the charter members
and pinned them at the conclusion of the cereerriony. Angela
Smith was then pinned by her
mother, Janice Smith of
Owensboro.
Jones conducted the installation of officers' ceremony using a
decorated basket with blue and
gold ribbons holding long
stemmed red roses. Each pledge
took a rose from the basket as she
was installed. Officers arc Angela
Smith, president: Amy Scott, vice
president; Julie Abernathy, secretary; Illayne Bowers, treasurer;
and Kim Berry, parliamentarian.
President Smith said all the
girls arc really excited about this
first collegiate chapter of ESA at
Murray State. She especially
thanked Fleming who made the
whole thing possible, Alpha Mu
chapter for sponsoring them,
Steffen for publicity, the officers
who did the honors with ceremonies, and her mother for being
present.
'Fish Rabe is philanthropic
chairman and planned to sell tickets for St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital at Wal-Mart.
Robyn Humphreys is social and
educational chairman, and Stephanie Lively is Jonquil Girl.

LEADERS HONORED — The annual Calloway County 4-H
Achievement Banquet was held Thursday, Dec. 3, in cafeteria of
Calloway County High School. It was a special occasion for longtime 4-H volunteers, Alice and Cecil Like, center, and Murrell
Madrey, right. They each were presented certificates and clover
pins with diamond centers for 40 years of service to the 4-H organization. Also, Ernest Madrey who died in January of 1992 was
honored for his 40 years of service. In recent years the Likes and
Madreys have worked extensively with the Calloway County 4-H
Council and the Westwood 4-H Club. Pictured at left is Nan
Rogers, president of the 4-H Council.

*tett lir1
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HOME MEETING — The Home Department of Murray Woman's
Club held its annual brunch and fun auction at its November
meeting. Mary Gertzen conducted the auction. Hostesses for the
brunch were, from left, Judy Stahler, chairman, Winnie Love,
Louie Brandon, Maydelk Talent and Willene Lackey.

Pottertown Club has meeting
Carlson, secretary, and Mary
Moore, treasurer.
Landscaping notes were given
by Louise Short.
Lurene Cooper gave the devotion and also led group singing.
Games were led by Anita Purvis.
Gifts were exchanged.
Also present were Christine
Collins, Iva Alford, Mary Hopson, Nancy Wright, Lavine Carter, Bobbie Cook, Jo Roberts and
Lottie Hurt.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Jan. 13, at Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn.

The Pottertown Homemakers
Club met Wednesday, Dec. 9, at
Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn.
Wanda Dixon, president, presided. Reports were given by Kay

HOLIDAY SAVINGS

FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal
(includes Soft Orttiks. Tea di Regular Coffee)
Not Valid With Any Other Promotional Offer.

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt 81, Sandwiches

-iervif4i"
'iv ,..
;

„

•

- -; • • •

To Our Friends:
As the Holiday Season approaches our
thoughts turn to the true meaning ofthis happy
time.
During the course of the year and in the rush
of events, we tend to overlook the important
friendships that are the realbasis ofall business
refationships.
And so it is that we woukt like to set aside
the routine of business and express our sincere
hope that your Holiday Season will be loyous
and Happy and that the New Year wilt bring
good Health and Prosperity to You and Yours.
With
Sincere
Best 'I/fishes_

1304B Chestnut (!..c.xt to Papa Johns)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Elizabeth Murphy
born on Dec. 18

753-0575

Mr. and Mrs. David A. Murphy
of Rt. 2, Box 118, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Elizabeth Ann Murphy, born on Friday, Dec. 18, at 6:58 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Barbara Jo Walls.
Grandparents are Thomas and
Joyce Noel, Rt. 1, Kiricsey, Lois
Walls of Heth, Ark., and John
Walls of Charlestown, W.Va.

"I am Laurence Purvis,
the new manager at
Michelson Jewelers in
Murray:I have 12 yrs. of
jewelry experience as
both a manager and a
jeweler. My friendly,

Tax-Deferred
Growth
Another good
reason for a
Shelter
Platinum Shield.
Annuity

qualified staff and I are able to help
you with all your jewelry needs. I
would like to invite you to bring your
jewelry to us for a free cleaning and
inspection. Between now and Christmas I would also like to give you a free
bottle ofjewelry cleaner. I look foward
to seeing you soon."

StretWes Lie Insurance; Colientila, MO

0
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.

4
.
7=9

lef

listo/I -.1ack" liamins
Licarind la KY & TN
71•403:1 or 7511/573
101 & 12111 It • Munn

We'll always be there for YOU.S.

•

•
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Zachary Lance
Cunningham is
born on Dec. 14
Mr. and Mrs. David Cunningham Jr. of Rt. 7, Box 155, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Zachary Lance Cunningham, born
on Monday, Dec. 14, at 1:04 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds five ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Sandy Miller.
Grandparents are Dan and Jean
Miller of Rt. 1, Murray, and
David and Aleshia Cunningham
of HC Box IC, New Concord.

•S'

Hello
Stranger!

Vance, Kathy Thompson Lyons, Cathy Lovett Stockdale, Freda Colson Rickman,
Debbie Rogers Doron, Margaret Emerson Mason, Kathy Kimbro Herndon, Nancy
Osborn Gibson, Glenda Stubblefield Maertin, Jeannie Parker Hutson, Kathy
Hopkins Watters, Carla Watkins Hudson, Phyliss Beach Terry, Edith Litchfield
Cunningham, Frances Lee Ellis, Sharon Gibson Eaves; back row, Andy Newsome,
Jerry Adams, Mark Paschall, Wayne Watkins, Earl Adams, David Wyatt, Dennis
B. Burkeen, Johnnie Stockdale, Ricky Tucker, Rodney Stallons, Andy Armstrong,
Randy Lee, David Ginn, Curtis Gipson, Keith Norsworthy, Randy Windsor and
David Hall.

CALLOWAY CLASS REUNION — Calloway County High School Class of 1972
recently held its 20-year reunion at Kenlake State Park Hotel. Attending the reunion were, pictured, from left, front row, David Bucy, Sandy Forrest, Mike Burchett, Billy Usrey, Randy Tucker, Randy McClure, Larry Crank, Robbie Proctor,
Jimmy Dodson, Curtis Lamb, John Darnell, Donny Hudson; second row, Sandra
Hargrove Pepper, Dianne Burkeen Norwood, Debbie Stom McWherter, Vicki
Bolen Overby, Merry Ann Evans Lewellyn, Laura Sills Paschall, Rhonda Black
Tarry, Teresa Byerly, Tarea Roach Pritchett, Linda Futrell Belcher, Debbie Peal
Clendenen, Sharon Davis, Kathy Jackson Mohler; third row, Joel Griffin, Louie
Williams, Dwight Holden, Annette Strode Holden, Tommy Vance, Becky Chaney

grow by reaching persons of all
ages for Christ and His church,
by the mobilization of church
members and by reading the
unchurched. "The Sunday School
is uniquely equipped to reach all
kinds of persons seeking acceptance and hope," officials said.
The department is a resource
of people who sponsor and promote several statewide and regional
training events each year which
enable persons throughout the
state to work within their church
Sunday Schools.

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(C.anvonrclel & Ruldsnlial)

FREE ESTIMATES

* Can
753-7020

lifipnA{97t,
Hasten Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostasa Ingaborg King 49283413

Have You Renewed Your Paper?

Sessions will
be offered at
area churches
Growth ideas for smaller Baptist churches and training for
leaders, including pastors, Sunday School directors/teachers/
workers, outreach directors, deacons, discipleship training leaders
and interested members, will be
offered by Kentucky Baptist Convention Sunday School
department.
Jeffrey Hicks, associate, Sunday School Department, Kentucky Baptist Convention, is coordinating the sessions, to be held on
the following dates:
Jan. 18, Zion Baptist Church,
Hendon; Jan. 19, Southside Baptist Church, Princeton; Jan. 20,
Hickory Baptist Church, Hickory;
Jan. 21, Sinking Fork Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville; Jan. 22,
Central City First Baptist Church;
Jan. 23, Leitchfield First Baptist
Church.
Neil Jackson, retired growth
consultant, Southern Baptist Convention Sunday School Board,
Nashville, Tenn., will lead the
workshops.
The evening sessions, Jan. 18
to 22, will begin at 5:30 p.m.
with dinner for pastors, Sunday
School direcdtors, outreach directors and church staff.
Jackson will lead this group in
understanding and developing
growth goals for the '90s. The 7
p.m. session is a training rally for
all church leaders and members
interested in seeing growth in the
church. Jackson will share simple
growth ideas that can be used to
immediately increase baptisms,
worship and Sunday School
attendance, outreach, contacts
and ministry.
The Jan. 23rd session will
begin at 8:30 a.m. with registration, coffee, juice and donuts.
The workshop will be from 9
a.m. to noon.
The Sunday School department
is committed to helping churches

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Due to the Holiday Season please remember to renew
your subscription by the 24th to assure that your
payment will be received by the 1st.

Murray Ledger & Times

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

'Always Wanting To Serve You Beller.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30

Glendale at %thrtnell

v.*
TUCKER IN PAGEANT — Christine (Chris) Tucker, Miss Casey
County, will represent Casey County in the Miss Kentucky Teen
Beauty Pageant to be held at Louisville Jan. 9. She is presently a
senior at Casey County High School. After graduation she plans to
attend school in the air flight industry and pursue a career as an
air flight attendant. Chris is the 17-year-old daughter of Sonny
Tucker of Rt. 1, Murray, Coldwater community, and granddaughter of Chaysteen and Freed Tucker of Murray.

MURRAY TODAY
c,

FORMAL WEAR

kref
4:

HEADQUARTERS

1t7r1

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!

Formal gowns & tuxedos.
(in stock now)

141,) 5
far-:

Olympic

Murray

TIFFANY CLUSTER
STYL
1/4 Cwar Now1199
1/2 Carat' Now 399
iK•g4
1 Fur Carat' Now

ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND BANDS
CHANNEL SET 1 DIAMONDS
1/8 Carat' Now $199
1/1 Carat' Now 1299
to cigar my" 399
1/2 Carat' Now $499
MARQUISE DIAMOND BAND
1/4 Carat' Now fai99
99
1/2 Carat' Now
1 Carat' Now

$799

Plaza

753.1300

LADIES
DIAMOND CLUSTERS
WIDE BAND
STYLING
1/4 Coral' Now $369
1/2 Cwar Now $499
Carat Now $899

r

siirt •

99
$
Z;:rstMAN'S 3 DIAMOND
NUGGET RING

Diamonds with
E moralds,

!Nip
too,110•••'''

A1111‘:

'

III

PANDA COIN
REPLICA
YOUR
WIT"
CHOICE DIAMONDS

.111.11.110-

DIAMOND'TULIP"
CLUSTER

-, - MT
•:•1

DIAMOND
SPECIALS

Ts

•

DIAMOND

R obit's or
Ires
S

SOLITAIRES
ROUND SHAPE
1/4 Carat' Now $299

MENS
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

in CNN' Now $799

crier Now $1,999

Christmas is a loving season.
May you know its wonder, feel its
warmth and share its joy.
Blessings and Peace
to you and yours.

WOODC&FTERS
GALLERIES
•ii

MARQUISE SHAPED
in cam* Now

$299
1/2 Care Now

$999

--17--.DooRausrERst--,
$699
$20 PER
MONTH

DIAMOND
EARRINGS
cwar Now $199
1/3 Cater Now $299
1/2 Cast' Now $499

I CARAT
"WAVE"
TENNIS
BRACELET

$299
$499
1 Fun care Now
$799
1/2 Carat' Now/

$24 PER
MONTH

Kentucky Oaks Mall• Paducah
Mayfield Shopping Plaza • Mayfiekl
Chestnut ShwOri Center• Murray
Reelfoot Shopping Center • Union City

Hwy. 641 North
JEWELERS
753-7898
-.•••••••

NUGGET STYLE
OR FAMOUS
KENTUCKY
CLUSTER
1/4 Case Now

• NO DOWN PAYMENTS
• UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
ApprovIrode TONI 90•191$ -Vali 'paters/ entA WRSI ALA

,

'.111

4"-t•A7.̀
1- 4.1.7
‘
• X./.

•

•
.

•
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Your Hometown

Crystal Lake

Split w/Rib

Fryer
Breast

®Pi991Y
wiggly
Prices good In Murray Only.
Prices good thru December 29.
Open until 6 p.m. Christmas Eve.
Open 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Christmas Day
Re-open 7 a.m. Dec. 26, 1992.

VALUE PRICED GROCERIES

QUALITY MEATS
Pork Sausage

9

Breakfast Bacon

Lean & Tender

Chuck Roast 1.9 Pork Steaks 1.49
„„ Small
69
Rib Roast Jci•VV Spare Ribsd 1.
aikok
Ohse — Hickory Smoke
Pork Chops 1.99 Sliced Bacon
A. Cno•ce Beet - Boneless

Bush Fresh Blackeye Peas or
Showboat Dry Blackeye Peas

Field — Finest — Reg. or Thick — 1 Lb.

Tennesse Pride — 1 Lb.

& Lean

U.S.D.A. Chace Beet - Boneiess

),Arte Pork .or - Cut Intc Chops

LbVV W

Feud — 12 oz. Pro-Leaguer

15 oz.

Nestles — 12 oz.

t

ill

1 Chocolate Chips 1.59
am
Soft 'n Gentle —4 Roll
h Tissue /9°
° Bat
29
„„ Rainbow —50 ct
Piggly Wiggly —64 oz.
Apple Juice 1.ZU Foam Plates 1.39

Piggly Wiggly —7 oz.

Spaghetti
Jiffy_ 8 oz.
Corn Muffin Mix

FO;

Piggly Wiggly —64 oz.

Nabisco — 7-10 oz.

Wieners

Snack Crackers
_

3
,_.131111R,
I if DIAR

Field — Reg. or Thick

o Sliced Bologna 1.59
an
wu
Lt
l
Jow
Smoked
Field — 1 Lb.
1.39
Chili Roll
an
Cocktail Smokies 2.%,
Pimento Spread19
o
on
Smoked Sausage 1.99 Breaded Patties
Emge — In The Piece

B_ an - Regular - 1 Lb

St Clair — Eccin°rn-12

Mr Fritter — 12 o .

Ecknct,- Smoked or Polisn

abaft

Orange Juice

1.69

1.29

111
ft —8 oz. Philly
Kraft

Vest' — 2 Liter

Soft Drinks

Cheese 99°
69'
mum
1.49
89 Margarine ,
„„,
1.19Frozen Yogurt 1.VV
Piggly Wiggly —3 Lb. Tub

Nunn-Better — 5 Lb.

Flour

A

0101scipe-11201.1ce Crum orPraine Fru

Nunn-Better — 5 Lb.

Corn Meal

FRESH PRODUCE
Green Giant Idaho Bakers —10 Lb. Bag

Potatoes

W S - Es-tancy. Red or Gold Delicious

Apples
Garden Fresh. Large Bunch

Broccoli

Le9,‘
Oranges
bu

Seedless Navels —10 Lb. Bag

99$

3.99

U.S.A. D'Anjou or Bosc

Pears

Lb.59

BEVERAGES
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Mr. Pibb or Mello Yello

2 Liter

12 Pack — 12 oz. Cans

24 Pack — 12 oz. Cans

8W 2.89 5.99
tomers
Valued Piggly Wiggly Cus
Drawing for $10,000 on January 12, 1993. Remember

until the Grand Prize
Only 1 more week remains on your Win Cash Card
ed on your Win Cash Card to be eligible for this 810,000 Grand Prize.
punch
weeks
52
the
of
weeks
48
have
must
you

.4
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Pilot dales Cuban authorities, meets Bush
WASHINGTON — A former
Cuban air force pilot who
snatched his wife and two sons
from a highway east of Havana
and flew them to freedom, got a
warm welcome from President
Bush today at the White House.
"We have the first Christmas
in our lives," Orestes Lorenzo
said after he and his family had a
private visit with the president in
the Oval Office. "Unfortunately,
the Cuban children, the Cuban
family, don't have Christmas."
Mrs. Bush and one of the president's sons, George, were in the
room during the visit.
"A wonderful president, a
wonderful family," said Lorenzo.
"We are really proud to meet the
president, to meet his family, to
spend a few minutes there. I told
him how we did it, how we came
to the United States."
Lorenzo struck a sympathetic
chord when he told Bush that
Fidel Castro has destroyed family
values in Cuba because "everything that makes stronger families
is bad for Castro." One of
Bush's major campaign themes
was family values.
Almost nothing happens in
Cuba's tightly run society without the government's approval.
But twice in less than two years,
Lorenzo has managed to outmaneuver his homeland's formidable internal security network.
Lorenzo made headlines in
March 1991 by stealing an MiG
Jet fighter and flying it alone to
south Florida, a feat that seems
tame compared with his latest
James Bond-like exploit.
Appearing tired but jubilant,
Lorenzo, 36, on Monday
described just how he managed,
with the help of a newly acquired

Cessna plane, to snatch his wife
and two sons from a highway
east of Havana and fly them to
freedom.
Lorenzo had tried to pressure
Cuban authorities to allow his
family to join him. But it seemed
a hopeless cause: his wife, Vicky,
35, was informed more than a
year ago by the office of Raul
Castro, brother of President Fidel
Castro and minister of the Revolutionary Armed Forces, that the
family would never be allowed to
leave.
There was a tone of vindication in Lorenzo's voice as he
recounted at a news conference
how he almost single-handedly
defied the communist system he
once had revered with his latest
mission impossible.
"My children didn't know
what Christmas was," he said,
with a wave of the hand toward
his sons. "They didn't know
what Santa Claus was."
Lorenzo's loyalty to the Cuban
system began to waiver during a
visit to the Soviet Union at a time
when the liberalization movement
of President Mikhail Gorbachev
was in full swing. His disillusionment deepened when, on his
return to Cuba, it was apparent
that Castro was implacably
opposed to reform.
When he escaped to the United
States 21 months ago, he promised Vicky that she and the boys
would eventually join him. He
campaigned tirelessly for their
release.
Post cards and letters by the
thousands were written to Cuban
authorities on the family's behalf,
and some foreign government
.leaders tried to intervene with
Cuban authorities. Lorenzo even
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Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
753-3540
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10,00 miles, white with blue int

$12,733.42
1992 Chevrolet Lumin Sedan

4

• Or

Automatic, white with blue cloth, 15,000 miles..

$8,563.28
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

-

1

Lt. blue sapphire with blue leather, 30,000

i*. 1991 Cadillac Brougham

$18,968.43

Sport coupe, automatic, red, 46,000 miles

$6,468.17
1989 Buick LeSabre
Full power, 1 owner, 61,000 miles -

$7,802.42
1989 Chevrolet Caprice Brougham

399
AWE

42,000 miles, 1 owner, new car trade

Holiday Hook Up
.n,:ucles one 6 outlet converter, 6 and 9'
cuLe tap extension cords, and one 2 to 3
adapter Brown Of ..h.te 3000478 to,

$9,268.53
1988 Plymouth Reliant Wagon

1

51,000 miles, 1 owner, locally owned

$4,268.53
- USED TRUCKS —
1989 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside

41

350 automatic, white with red cloth,
chiMiy
2-Pc. Knife Set

6-Outlet Power Strip
The practical power solution for home
appliances and power tools Push to reset
circuit breaker prevents overloading
listed 33513

For the gourmet on your list Gift boned set
includes 3' paring/boning knife and 5'
boning/utility knife 67630

$10,495.00
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
53,000 miles, 350 automatic, Silverado

$9368.42
1987 Chevrolet C10 Custom
Deluxe

Bonus 3 Pack
Video Cassettes

YOUR CHOICE
• 9 Volt Single
• C" 2 peck
• '0' 2 peck

489

PA,

Alkaline Batteries

long liFe Energizer alkaline Lmeer ies
for radios ond flashlights

•EA

WHAM!
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

$6,368.42

1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado
Long wheel base, 1 owner, V-8, automatic..

1983 Chevrolet C10 4X4
Long wheel base, 1 owner, 63,000 miles....

$5368.92
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main

•

318 V-8, automatic, full power, 65,000

I•

ktEkka

3

$6,863.58
1986 Dodge D150 Royale SE
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1 01,
,
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61,000 miles, V-8, automatic, air, 1 owner...

YOUR CHOICE
•"AA'' 4-paca
• -AAA'4-peck
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Silverado

$4,562.58

Hao4 de soda ..g.,•4

••

1989 Dodge Daytona

Quality video cassettes For allyour recording
occasions Includes mail in offer for bee 24
exposure 35mm film 153 00 Bonus Value)
648(16

300 South Sth St.
Suite 304E
502-750-4815

•
'

$8,196.28

Seasoo

• Latest computerized models
• Tiniest, in-the-canal sizes
Call today for an audiological evaluation:
300.y
AUD101,011Y
Thal Oftar
SERVICES MI

a •• .
,* 'a .4 1
'

Full power, V-6 engine, 52,000 miles

Quality scissors with precision ground edges
Shortcut slipper 8" utility, 5"'Joh .s3ovi

If you can hear, but can't always understand
the words, we can help! We offer a wide
variety of hearing instruments including the:

.111— • -

$19,206.53
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport

3-Piece Scissor Set

Hear clearly
for the
holidays!

4

$22,323.48
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
$12,560.82
Maroon with grey cloth int
1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan

White with burgandy leather, 36,000 miles

FISKARS.

309 S. 4th

1

18,000 miles, white with black leather

miles

999

Lovett Brothers
BP Service
753-5081

$22,234.43
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
leather

$11,653.68
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT

December 1992

May love,
peace and contentment
be yours during this
holiest of seasons.

17,000 miles, It. sapphire blue with blue

27,000 miles, black with grey cloth, full power..

poses," but deserve no special
treatment in divorce cases.
"Teaching is not essentially
different from any other occupation that contributes to the welfare of society," Leibson said.
The attorney for Waggoner's
ex-husband says the new year
will bring requests for a new look
at the case, and perhaps an appeal
to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Greefia

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

$11,863.52
1991 Chevrolet Lumina Euro Coupe

Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmasfilled with simple
pleasures and the company
offamily andfriends.

East Main

-USED CARS —

V-6 engine, full power, 15,000 miles

Holiday Cheer!

Boyd County teacher
halts Supreme Court decision
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Teachers across the state should
appreciate a Kentucky Supreme
Court ruling protecting the pension of a veteran Boyd County
educator in a divorce case, the
woman said.
In last week's decision, the
Supreme Court reversed a Court
of Appeals ruling that a 1980
state law exempting teacher pensions from marital property was
unconstitutional.
Roberta Waggoner says the
Supreme Court decision was a
victory for all of Kentucky's
teachers. "I'm sure other teachers are pleased, because they're
involved, too," the Ashland
teacher said.
The Kentucky Education Association supported Waggoner's
cause during the appeal process,
including payment of her legal
fees.
The Supreme Court agreed
with Roberta Waggoner's attorney, Ron Walker of Lexington,
that teachers were entitled to special legislation because they are
not covered by Social Security.
The decision said the law met
two crucial tests: it applies equally to everyone in a class — married teachers — and there are
"distinctive and natural reasons"
for such a classification.
Those include the teaching
profession's need for an attractive retirement system and the
fact that teachers are the only
state employees not covered by
Social Security, the opinion by
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
said.
In a dissenting opinion, Justice
Charles Leibson said teachers
"are an appropriate separate
class for education related pur-

she had been informed of the
rescue operation. When he
replied that he had bought a video for the children, that was the
tip-off that he would be touching
down the following evening near
Matanzas. He made the call Friday night.
She left her house in Havana
with Reyniel, II, and Alejandro,
6. She took no possessions with
her, not even the visa she had
received last year from the U.S.
consular office in Havana. To
have been caught by police with
that document would could have
meant trouble.
As it was, Vicky said, she had
received many offers from people
purporting to want to help her
escape by air or sea to be with
her husband. She saw it as a ploy
by the authorities to give them
grounds to arrest her.
"I knew that these people were
not working in my best interests," Vicky said.

tried a hunger strike last July.
But nothing worked. So he
took matters into his own hands,
buying a Cessna for S30,(XX) with
the help of a rich benefactor and
launching his do-or-die mission
last Saturday evening.
The circle of people who were
in on Lorenzo's secret was
extremely small. The U.S. government was not informed, he
said, because to do otherwise
would have been seen as a provocation by Cuban authorities if the
plan had failed. Even his children
were not told until moments
before they boarded the craft.
Among the handful of others in
on the scheme were two Mexican
women who went to Cuba last
week on Lorenzo's behalf and
filled Vicky in on the code words
that were to signal that the plan
was on.
When he called her, she was to
tell him, "Your father is a little
sick, but he's better." That meant

1
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Gamecocks
face third
violation
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
A third possible NCAA violation by South Carolina's
basketball program involves
improper payment of COFTCSpondence courses for a recruit.
a newspaper reports today.
The latest investigation of
the basketball program was
turned over to school President
John Palms Tuesday, but the
school was withholding
details.
Compliance officer David
Didion said his investigation
turned up new information. He
refused to elaborate, but said it
was a major violation.
However, The (Greenvilk)
News reported today that the
third violation involved an
alleged-improper payment by a
South Carolina representative
for correspondence courses for
former prospect Conez Barnes. Apparently, Barnes was
planning to take the courses at
Liberty University in Virginia.
Didion already has determined that the school broke
NCAA rules by allowing Barnes to stay at the school's athleuc dorm and to receive practice gear.
Barnes told The News that
while staying in Columbia earlier this year, he planned to
take three courses at Liberty at
a cost of about S1.200. But he
said his grandparents were
paying for the classes.

Rams survive Racer comeback
AP, Staff Report
RICHMOND, Va. — Frank
Allen scored 19 points in the second half to bong the Racers back
from a 21-point halftime deficit,
but a furious comeback fell short.
Sherron Mills came off the
bench and scored eight points of
a 25-9 first-half run Tuesday
night to help Virginia Commonwealth to an 83-77 victory over
N.1urray SLAM.
Allen led all scorers with 27
points. Jerry Wilson added ,1.7 for
the Racers and Antwan Notrd,

who did not set action Saturday
in Evansville, scored 10. Wilson
and Hoard each had 11 rebounds.
'The Rams (5-3) never trailed.
But Murray State narrowed the
gap to 21-16 with 12:32 remaining in the first half on Maurice
Cannon's 3-point goal.
Murray State was 3-18 from
the floor the remainder of the
half as Virginia Commonwealth
scored 25 of the final 34 points
until intermission.
Murray State's perimeter
game, which propelled them over
Evansville, was stone cold in the
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Murray State (2-4) cut the lead
to eight when Frank Allen's
3-pointer capped an 11-0 run
midway into the second half. Virginia Commonwealth could not
build more than a I3-point
advantage.

Comorummis, Yi

first half Tuesday. The Racers
shot just 33 percent in the first
half.

Ford near-perfect in UK win
By MIKE EMBRY
AD Spats Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky guard Travis Ford was able
to give and take on offense
against Miami of Ohio.
The 5-foot-9 junior playmaker
handed out seven assists and
scored 12 points while turning in
an error -free effort and helping
the No. 3 Wildcats pull away to a
65-49 victory Tuesday night in
Rupp Arena.
"I've just tried to concentrate
on running the offense," said
Ford. who played nearly 36
minutes of the physical contest.
"When you do that. opportunities
arise for you to score."
The performance pleased Kentucky coach Rick Piuno.

success on the defensive end was
forward Jamal Mashburn. He
blocked three shots, came up with
three steals and held Miami's
Matt Kramer to three-of-12
shooting.
And Mashburn made his presence felt on the offensive end
with a game-high 26 points,
including II during a 29-13 run
that lifted the Wildcats from a
seven-point deficit in the first
"We knew they would shoot half.
Miami scored six straight
well because they shoot the ball
from all five positions," Ford points capped by Jamie Mahafsaid. "We just tired to prevent fey's rebound dunk, to go up
16-9 with 11:36 remaining in the
them from taking the shots."
Miami came into the game half.
Kentucky snapped a fiveaveraging 21.5 3-point attempts a
scoring drought when
minute
up
put
to
manage
game, but could
only 12 against the Wildcats.
A key figure in Kentucky's • TURN TO PAGE 11

"He was near perfection," he
said.
Miami (3-2) controlled the early part of the game with its deliberate style of play that consisted
of a lot of motion and picks.
But Kentucky (6-0) countered
with defensive pressure that
caused the Redskins to turn the
ball over 13 times and shoot only
37.5 percent (18 of 48) from the

NFL faces flawed final week of play
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP

rootbaa Writer

The NFL's playoff uebreaker
system is great for trivia buffs
who can pore over the endless
possibilities and call their favome talk-show to disperse their
findings to the general public.
Except for one built-in flaw —
the system has built-in
disincentives.
That is, even in a year like this
one. with only two of 12 playoff
berths at stake the final week,
there are teams that have reason
to lose, like Houston and
Philadelphia.

•

And teams that have reason to
be confused, like Washington,
which can lose and make the
playoffs and win and miss them
"I'm not sure what's happening," coach Joe Gibbs says of his
Redskins. "I just know someone
has to help us."
Start with the Oilers, who
already have clinched their wildcard berth and can't help themselves if they beat Buffalo on
Sunday night in the Astrodome.
But they do have disincentive —
if they win, they most likely will
have to go TO Buffalo the following week, not a particularly
pleasant place to be on Jan. 3,

particularly for a run-and-shoot
team.
So what better test for Warren
Moon, who may get a little work
to get sharp after recovering from
his broken arm? So what if he's
not sharp. You only need him
sharp for next week.
Now the Eagles.
If things stay the way they are,
Philadelphia will go to New
Orleans to try to finally win a
playoff game. If they lose, the
Eagles would probably go to
Minnesota.
The Eagles beat the Vikings
and Saints in the regular season,
both at home. But they had a lot

more :rouble with New Orleans
and they were playing a lot better
then — it was the opening game
of the season. So ... if they lie
down against the Giants, would
anyone blame them?
Which brings us to the
Redskins.
Washington, which has been
battling Philadelphia all year for
a playoff berth, will have to root
for the Eagles this week against
the Giants, who have long since
been eliminated.
Why?
So the Eagles can stay ahead
of them. Because if the Skins Tin-

The closest the Racers could
get was 82-77 with 13.2 seconds
remaining when Allen hit three
free throws.
Tyrone McCoy lcd the Rams
with 16 points. Kendrick Warren
added 15, Chris Brower 12 and
Mike Hargett 11.

Mills finished with 10 and a
team-high nine rebounds.
Racer point guard Cedric
Gumm, scoring 19 points at
Evansville, was held scoreless
Tuesday on 0-2 shooting. Kenneth Taylor saw his first action
since the Indiana game on Nov.
18, seeing limited action in the
first half.
Murray State's next game will
be Monday, Dec. 28 at St. Louis,
which defeated Southern California and Tennessee State in US
most recent games.

BYU narrowly beats
Hardaway's solo act
LAHA1NA, Hawaii (AP) —
Brigham Young beat the best
player at the Maui Invitational.
Now the Cougars have to beat
the best team.
They needed five extra
minutes on Tuesday night, but
the Cougars downed Memphis
State 73-67 in the semifinals
despite a 37-point effort from
Anfemee Hardaway.
Tonight, they will face topranked Duke, which beat Louisiana State 96-67 in the other
semifinal.
"Tonight we beat one of the
top five players in the country,
a player we will watch for
many years to come," Brigham
Young coach Roger Reid said.
"Now we get Duke, a team
with no weaknesses and I know
I don't have any gimmicks to
stop players like Bobby Hurley,
Grant Hill and Thomas Hill.
"It's a great opportunity for
us. What more can you ask for
a team nobody knows than to
play the No. 1 team in the
country?"
The Cougars (7-1) are getting
that chance and gaining a lot of
attention because of senior forward Kevin Nixon, who missed
all of pre-season practice and
the first five games with a
stress fracture in his right leg.
The Cougars actually won the
game by going inside and dominating there against Memphis
State (3-4), which was ranked
eight in the pre-season poll but

has to recover from the seasonending knee injury to sophomore forward David Vaughn.
"One of my teammates has
to step up. If they do we can
win," said Hardaway, who bettered his career-high for the
second straight game. He had
33 in the opening-round win
over Chaminade when he set a
school record with seven
3-pointers. He had six of them
against Brigham Young.
Hardaway started the overtime by winning the jump ball
and the getting fouled as he
converted an alley-oop pass for
a dunk. The three-point play
gave Memphis State a 66-63
lead. Ncwsom added a free
throw with 3:37 left, and the
Tigers were up 4.
Nick Sanderson's 3-pointer
with 1:58 to play brought
Brigham Young within one. and
Nixon followed a turnover by
Hardaway with the deciding
3-pointer. Sandcrson stole the
ball from Hardaway for a
breakaway layup, and Russell
Larson's dunk at the buzzer followed a missed 3-pointer by
Hardaway.
Duke (6-0) took control early
and cruised to their 19th consecutive victory, 96-67. Thomas
Hill led Duke with 25 points
and eight rebounds, shooting 10
for 12 from the field. Bobby
Hurley had 15 points and seven
assists and Grant Hill had 14
points on 6 for 9 shooting.

• TURN TO PAGE 11

Merry Soccer
Gressler third Tiger all-stater
named to the prestigious lam.
He follows Chris Dill, who
became Murray's first-ever
in 1990, and Micheal
selection
All most kids want for
all-state goalkeeper
an
Lovett,
Chosunas, besides the tradition1991.
in
few
al two front teeth, are a
Before joining the Common"killer" gifts. All David Gresstop kickers, Gressler
wealth's
ler wants is a net-busting blast
first junior ever to
the
became
to the far corner.
First Region's
the
named
be
While most students his age
Player.
Valuable
Most
are enjoying their vacation at
Gressler, an attacking midhome with family and friends,
for the Tigers, led the
fielder
Gresskr will be playing with
goals, 24. and assists,
in
team
his ball, a soccer ball, near the
20.
The Bay.
"That says a lot about him,"
The Murray High junior will
head coach James WeathTiger
be leaving for Tampa, Fla.,
"He's a tremendous
said.
erly
McDothe
in
today to compete
but he also passes
scorer,
goal
nald's Sun Bowl SOX= Tourhe sets up his
well;
ball
the
nament with Bon Air, a club
."
teammates
.
Louisville
of
out
soccer team
Though he's earned local
December's already been
terrorizing opponents in
acclaim
good to Gressler and his soccer
Region with his Tiger
First
the
Urea.
Earlier in the month, coaches teammates, Gressler moonlights
from around the state voted as one of the top handful of
Gressler to the 33-member All- players in the state in his age
State team With that honor, he division. Whether its Murray
became the third player in a High, Bon Air, or the state's
row from Murray High to be Olympic Development Team,
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
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WAREHOUSE
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753-1111
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STEVE PARKE Ftt*Ow S Timis photo
the holidays to play for Bon
over
Murray Hiah's David Gressler, in white, will be in Tampa, Ha.,
nt.
tourname
Air of Louisville in a 60-team soccer

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
°WNW,

Gressler plays approximately 70
games a year.
He wouldn't have it any other
way.
Why else would he drive
three and a half hours to Louisville every weekend three
months in the spring to practice
with Bon Air? Why would he
play indoor soccer, or lift
weights, all winter?
-As long as it stays fun,"
Gressler said of his love affair
with the game."My parents and
coaches are worried about me
getting burned out, but it (socceer) is second nature."
Even when he's goofing off,
he's playing soccer.
-That's when me and some
of the guys go over to Roman's
house and play in his backyard." he said of the summer
days spent at teammate Roman
Shapla's house. "That's fun
soccer. There are no coaches
and we play barefoot if we
want. It's kind of like anarchy
out there."
TURN TO PAGE 11
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YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also ro Window Tinting "

D&W Auto Glass Sho
512 S. 12th St., Murray
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FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — The NFL and its players reached a tentative agreement that could end their 5-year-old labor dispute and bring a form of
unrestricted free agency to the league. After 12 hours of meetings that
began Monday, the players and owners announced they reached agreement in principle on the first agreement since the 24-day strike in 1987
that threw almost all tabor matters into the courts or before federal
agencies.
Neither side would give details, but its believed the agreement will give
players a form of unrestricted free agency for the first time, impose a salary cap and cut the draft from 12 rounds to seven

By The Associated Press

•NFLfacesflawed...
FROM PAGE 10
ish in a three-way tie with the
Eagles and Packers, they miss the
playoffs.
It works this way.
If the Redskins and Packers
(both 9-6) lose, the Redskins are
in.
If the Redskins and Packers
win, the Packers get in if the
Giants beat the Eagles; the Redskins get in if the Eagles beat the
Giants.
The Packers are playing the
Vikings, who have clinched the
NFC Central and know that
they'll have to play the first week
at home, then go on the road if
they win ... thus no incentive. In
fact, they might have disincentive, too — if they lose, they get
the Packers; if they win, they get
Washington, which won 15-13 at
the Humphreydome at a time it
was without most of its offensive
line.
This kind of craziness happens

BOARD

Suns, Sonics ahead of pack
in the NBA Pacific Division

Actions& Reactions

most seasons, and it sometimes
has its bizarre aspects.
In 1984, for example, four of
the five NFC East teams (yes,
even the Cards) went into the
final week with a chance to make
the playoffs. One of the four was
the Giants, who played thendismal New Orleans at home the
final week knowing their playoff
fate didn't depend on whether
they won or lost.
So they lost ... and made the
playoffs anyway when the Redskins beat the Cards and the Dolphins beat the Cowboys.
Which brings up the GiantsEagles game this week.
The Giants, who revived last
last week to beat the Chiefs
35-21, may have the ultimate
disincentive.
If they beat the Eagles, that's a
pretty good finish.
It may also save Ray Handley's job.
Which is not what most of the
Giants want.

The balance of power appears
to be shifting in the NBA's Pacific Division this season.
Phoenix and Seattle, finishing
third and fourth last spring, are in
first and second place following
victories Tuesday night over Golden State and Portland, the second and first-place teams last
season.
The Suns, who have the best
record in the NBA at 17-4, won
their 10th consecutive game as
Charles Barkley had 35 points, 16
rebounds and the game-winning
tip-in with 18 seconds left in a
106-104 victory over the
Warriors.
The SuperSonics also were
impressive in their fourth straight
win, 107-96 at Portland. Derrick
McKey scored 26 points for Seattle, which played without leading
scorer and rebounder Shawn
Kemp because of a sprained
knee.
"Everybody had to step up to
another level without Shawn,"
McKey said. "We felt we've
been coming together as a team,
and tonight we showed that. It's a
confidence builder to beat a team
as good as Portland in their own
building."
"We didn't make many mistakes," Sonics coach George

Karl said. "I thought Derrick had
an all-star type game. Derrick is a
Funny player to coach. Even in
games when he is not going well,
you don't want to take him out
because he could pick everything
up all at once."

"See me foe all y0Mr family insurance needs "
305 N. 12th
(Next

••••••
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FROM PAGE 10
Gimel Martinez hit a baseline
jumper, and after a turnover,
Mashburn took a pass from Ford
for an easy layup.
Mahaffey, who led Miami with
10 points, slipped inside for a
layup, but Kentucky came back
on Andre Riddick's layup and
Mashburn's 3-pointer from the
top of the key to pull even at 18
with 7:04 left before halftime.
Kramer hit a 3-pointer from
the right wing, but it would be
the last lead for the Redskins.
Kentucky reeled off eight straight
points, including 3-pointers from
Ford and Jeff Brassow, to go up
26-21.
Mahaffey scored on a rebound
basket and Scott Belyeu drove
inside for a layup after a Kentucky turnover to slice the margin
to 26-25 at the half.
Dale Brown, scoreless at the
half, opened the second half with
a 3-pointer and a layup, and after
Miami's John McKenna made
one of two free throws, Mashburn
powered inside for a dunk to give
Kentucky a 33-26 advantage with
15:48 to go.
Landon Hackim then sank a
3-pointer to trim the margin to
four points, but that would be the
closest Miami would get. Mashburn ended Kentucky's run with
a layup and 3-pointer for a 38-29
advantage with 13:44 to go. The
Wildcats were not threatened
again in beating the Redskins for
the 17th consecutive time.

emerged.
"I guess Coach Weatherly did
a good job of selling Murray
High," the younger Gressler
explained. "My dad brought
home some films and they
(Tigers) looked good. And, I
liked the uniforms."
Entering Murray•High as a
freshman, Gressler has played
varsity soccer ever since.
• • • •
Next season will be special
for Gressler, who has a chance
to repeat as a First Region MVP
and an all-state member. And, it
will be time to select a college.
"I know deep down I'm
going to play, but I don't know
where I'm going to play," he
said. "There's a difference in
my dream college and where I
can play," he said. "At a stronger Division (one) school I
could play by my junior year.
At a Division III school I could
play four years."
At 5-loot-9, 145 pounds,
Gressler's chances of playing at
the top level are slim, according
to some. Then again, he never
played pee wee football.
"Personally, I think I can

play with them, but other
coaches say I'm too small," he
said. "They say if I could get up
to 185 pounds I'd have a
chance."
Tiger soccer comes first,
however, and there's still plenty
Gressler wants to do.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
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Denver 108; Sacramento 102,
Milwaukee 99 in overtime; and
the Los Angeles Clippers 108,
Dallas 94.

Won

Seattle built a 95-75 lead with
7:33 left by starting the fourth
period with a 13-4 run, but the
Blazers responded with a 21-4
spurt.
Cliff Robinson led all scorers
with 28 points for the Trail Blazers, including 12 in the fourth
period. His 3-pointer made it
99-96 with 1:17 remaining.
But the Sonics scored the final
eight points of the game to hand
the Blazers their third home loss
in 13 outings. The outcome also
broke a tie between the two
teams for second place in the
Pacific Division.
"They are playing their game
and we are not playing ours,"
said Portland's Clyde Drexler,
who scored just 14 points.

"1 want a Sectional title
before I graduate," he said.
"This coming year we've got a
shot. This year was good, but if
we work at it, next year we
could be really good."
Gressler will again be the
centerpiece on next season's
Tiger soccer team.
"Obviously, he's technically
a good soccer player, but he has
other qualities as well," Weatherly said. "He's very competitive and has a great love of the
game. He has a tremendous
work rate; he never stops
moving."
His non-stop hustle and skills
have made him a target for
opposing teams. It's a role he
doesn't mind playing.
"I wouldn't say I'm hated,
but I kind of like being disliked," he said with a smile.
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Doors Open At 7:30 A.M.

Toys 1/2

Price
of Regular Price

Christmas
Decorations

1/2

Price
of Regular Price

40°I° Off

4

•

Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

Bunn

Dirt Devil

Coffeemaker

Hand Vac
83488

99
$39

Storey's Sport Stop

Cook 'n Cajun II
Smoker
-Bake
'Smoke
-Stearn
•Grill
•Barbeque

to Gift Certificates Available
—Lowest Wax Pack
Prices In Town—

6;111
i.dig
(
,

$3488

Case

Knives

331/3

*Layaway Now
For Christmas

Wkima.12

1
(1,111,11
Bear Cat

Scanner
$8888
Off

have Stadium Club Basketball,1999

Donruss Baseball, Fleet Ultra Basketball,
Toppi! Basketball, and Toppi Baseball.

OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE 2 p.m. - 7 p.m.
CHRISTMAS DAY 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Buy-Sell-Trade

.•
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305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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Jane Rogers Insurance

tir

Christmas Trees
& Silhouettes

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders

502 Maple

PRO BASKETBALL

Christmas Eve SALE!

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON

We now

p.

Jane Re era 753-962

The Choice Is Yours.

FROM PAGE 10
• • • •
Ohio is typically a football
state, home of the Buckeyes,
Bengals and Browns. In the early 1980s, Ohio almost claimed
another football recruit.
Though he began booting the
ball at age 6, Gressler didn't
begin to play competitively
until he was eight-years-old.
Age seven was a pivotal year
for Murray High soccer, though
no one knew it yet.
"I had a tryout and didn't
make it," Gressler said of his
first plunge into organized
sports at age 7 while living in
Cleveland. "When I turned
eight, I got invited to try out
again and I told my mom that if
I didn't make it this time I was
going to play pee wee football."
When he was 14, Gressler's
father, John, got a job at a plant
in Calvert City. Rather than
pack up the family and just
move to Marshall County, John
Gressler scouted West Kentucky. Reidland was his first choice,
because of their soccer program, and then Murray High

21)

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Boston 106, New Jersey 104;
Orlando 101, Utah 98; Charlotte
130, Atlanta 114; Detroit 98,
Houston 84; San Antonio 113,

ia.'411 0

to Century

Stets Faun insurance coMplinls•
Horn* °BIC*: Bloomington, Illinois

HIGHWAYS

•Gressler third Tiger...
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Burning-bed murder charge filed

11161111111YS

LAGRANGE, Ky.(AP) — An
Oldham County man was charged
with murder and was being held
on S250,000 bond after his wife's
body was found on a burning bed
in the couple's home.
Police said Elizabeth Anne
Thompson, who had filed for
divorce a week earlier, was shot
several umes with a small-caliber
handgun, then doused with gasoline and set on fire late Monday.
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The Choice Is Yours.

Donald Joseph Thompson, 35,
an employee at the Roederer Correctional Complex in LaGrange.
was arraigned Tuesday in Oldham District Court and has a
hearing set for Dec. 30.
Oldham County Coroner Charles Mingus said the cause of
death — whether by the gunshots
or the fire — had not been
determined.
Thompson showed up at his

JUNIORS'TURTLENECKS

MISSES HUNT ct.ur TURTLENECK

If purcheed separately, 12.99 *a. Mixed Blues'
cotton turtlenecks in an assortment of basic and
fashion solid colors Juniors' sizes S-XL

••

if purchased separately SI t ea

next-door neighbor's home with
his three young children about
11:30 p.m. EST Monday and
started banging on her door and
saying that his house was on fire,
neighbor Fay Cartledge said.
Moments later Beth Thompson's body was discovered
upstairs by another neighbor who
had been driving by and rushed
into the home.
The fire was confined mostly

SALE

Ithi

t•

MISSES

FLEECE CREWNECK TOP OR PANTS
If purchased separately, $19. Hunt Club' fleece
crewneck or put-on pants Polyester/cotton
Misses' and petites• S-XL
Sale 23.99 Reg $30 Fleece cardigan Misses aria
petites' sizes
vow..•.•posdeble sl ponder nopova Sole ono.01 cardmpn

corms+ SWEATER

Reg $20

4,14cOon througn. 101ord4o January 9

39
$
V
-

to the bedroom, which was heavily damaged. Worthington firefighters put out the blaze.
Thompson has worked for the
state Corrections Cabinet since
June 1985. He currently is a classification and treatment officer at
Roederer whose duties involve
counseling inmates and assessing
which prison programs inmates
should be in.
Mrs. Thompson was a visiting
registered nurse with a degree
from Eastern Kentucky University. Her mother is Vivien Reinhardt, mayor of Pewee Valley in
Oldham County.
The couple's children. Morgan,
7, Erin, 5, and Elizabeth. 3. were
at home asleep when their mother
was killed, Oldham County
Police Chief Tom Swinney said.
Because smoke had filled the
house, the children were taken to
Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, where they were examined and released.
Mrs. Thompson had filed for a
divorce Dcc. 14 in Oldham District Court, and Donald Thompson was served with the papers
two days later. They were married in Oldham County on May
19, 1984.

Cause of death
of woman still
undetermined
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
nationally recognized forensic
pathologist said Tuesday he has
not determined the cause of death
of a Lexington woman whose
body was found earlier this year
at an illegal dump in Fayette
County.
Dr. William Bass said he wants
to examine a nick found on a rib
of Letha Corinne Rutherford.
Bass also said he wants to take
another look at a neck bone.
Rutherford was 18 when she
disappeared Dec. 17, 1991, from
her home in rural Fayette County.
Her body was found in April in
an illegal dump behind her home.
Bass, a University of Tennessee professor, was contacted by
Brenda Wilson for his help in
determining the cause of her
daughter's death. Wilson saw
Bass when he was featured in a
network television report.
David Jones, director of the
state medical examiner's office,
said investigators long ago concluded to their satisfaction that
Rutherford was killed even
though they did not pursue an
exact cause of death.
"We didn't see that it made a
lot of difference," Jones said.
"We feel she was murdered."
Bass agreed that the circumstances of Rutherford's body
made it easy to conclude there
was foul play.
"Very few people end up trying to commit suicide under a
pile of junk," Bass said.
Bass said it will take two to
three weeks for him to finish his
examination of the rib and neck
bones.
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STIRRUP PANTS FOR MISSES'.
TALLS & WOMEN'S SIZES
tf purchased separately S24 ea
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Misses sizes 4-18

MITE AU!SU MG SHIRT

MINIM 11.ILL•SILK NELL

Reg. 39.99. Naturally soft sandwashecl silk big shirt
in new brilliant colors Fashioned with a convertible
collar and removable shoulder pads Misses' sizes.

The important. versatile silk shelf in the latest
fashion colors Misses' and pantos' sizes
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EARN
6.25%
DEAAFOAMV QUILTED BOOTEE
JUNIORS' FLANNEL PAJAMAS
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an oversized animal face on front and tail on back
Assorted animais Acrylic Misses S-L

Reg. $23. Esiewr cotton flannel pisamas in
assorted plods. *Vas and chocks Samba"
and notch collar style" Sizes S-t.

Reg.$10 Comfortable and cozy bootie-style
slippers with plush lining Available in solid colors
and prints Misses' sizes S-XL
IS% OFF all other women s Deartoams' seipners

anewe FLEECE ROSE
Rag.$35. Full-length robe features hidden zipper
inseam pockets ?mount° stitching and satin trim
Polyester Mtsses' sizes S-L
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Holiday
By ELIZABETH WEISE
Aaeoeletad Press Witter

SEATTLE — Each year after
Christmas, the Bridges family
dresses in vibrant yellow and red
African outfits made from kerne
cloth, the royal fabric of Ghana,
to celebrate Kwanzaa.
They're among 18 million people around the world who
observe the seven-day holiday
that begins the day after Christmas. Once celebrated primarily
by black nationalists, it's moving
into the black American mainstream and also is observed in
Canada, England and many African nations.
Based on African winter
harvest festivals, Kwanzaa —
which means "first fruits" in
Swahili — celebrates African
heritage.
"It reaffirms our rootedness in
African culture and the bonds
between us as a people," said
Maulana Karenga, who created
Kwanzaa in 1966 when he was a
doctoral candidate and community organizer in Los Angeles. He's
now chairman of the black studies department at California
State University at Long Beach.
Kwanzaa is built on seven
principles: "umoja" (unity),
"kujichagulia" (selfdetermination), "ujima" (collective work and responsibility),
"ujamaa" (cooperative economics), "nia" (purpose), "kuumba" (creativity), and "imani"
(faith).
Each year, Pamela LewisBridges asks each of her four
children what the principles of
Kwanzaa mean to them.
Twelve-year-old Jasmine maintains faith, or imani, that she will
do well in school and one day
will achieve her goal of attending
Spelman, a historically black college in Atlanta.
Jayson, 14, said last year that
he would work on ujima, responsibility, by taking care of the
younger children while his
mother makes dinner, and by
helping out with the housework.
Some families celebrate Kwanzaa instead of Christmas, but
others celebrate both.

"We're a Christian family and
we still have our Christmas
tree," said Lewis-Bridges, 42.
But instead of sending Christmas cards, she now sends Kwanzaa cards to spread the word
about the holiday.
More and more black American families celebrate Kwanzas
each year, said Sundaira Morninghouse, author of "Habari
Gani: What's the News?" a

Man in jail faces
multiple charges
of rape, assault
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Another rape charge has been
filed against a man accused of
attacking eight girls and women
in Louisville during the past few
months.
Melvin Elliott, who has been in
the Jefferson County Jail on SI
million bond since his arrest a
week ago, has been charged with
rape in a Sept. 29 attack on a
22-year-old woman.
Elliou was arrested last Tuesday at his home about 12 hours
after attacks that morning on a
12-year-old girl and a 20-year-old
woman.
By Wednesday, he had been
charged with eight attacks —
rapes, attempted rapes and
assaults — since October.

children's story about Kwanzaa.
"In the 1960s and 1970s only
a few people did Kwanzaa, mostly black nationalists," she said.
"But over the years it has moved
into the mainstream of the
African-American community."
On each night of Kwanzaa, one
of seven candles in a holder are
lit. Three red ones on the right
represent struggle, three green
ones on the left represent the

future and a black one in the
middle is for African people
everywhere.
Many cities hold community
celebrations featuring storytelling, African music and dance and
plays about black history.
Gifts, preferably educational
ones that are handmade, are
exchanged. Kwanzaa's focus is
on creativity, not purchasing
power.
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"A child in poverty sees all
the commercials and they don't
have the bright, happy Christmas
they see on television," said
Kimi Rabun, 42. "But a child
celebrating Kwanzaa can create
something."
Rabun's education consulting
firm, IMIK Enterprises, presents
workshops on Kwanzaa for
schools and organizations.

•Daily & Weekly Rent.,
•Cleari. Dependable(
•( all l's For Rates

Holland Motor Salec,
East Main St.
-4461
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Read the classifieds

LAST MINUTE GIFT IDEAS!
Only 2 more shopping days Iii Christmas!
SAVE WHEN YOU BUY ANY COMBINATION OF
TOWNCRAFT LONG - OR SHORT-SLEEVED DRESS
SHIRTS IN SOLID COLORS OR STRIPES

;

'4

ST. JOHN'S BAY'TURTLENECK

Designed to keep him comfortable on the trail or
around town All-cotton turtleneck in a wide
assortment of colors Men's sizes

TOWNCRAFT° CREW SOCKS
UK purchased separately, 9.99 pkg. of 6.
Athletic-length, elastic top socks of
cotton/polyester. In all-white, basics and stripes

CITY STREETS'PANTS
IReg. $28. Upbeat, downtown styling in belted,
pleated pants of polyester/rayon Assorted colors.
Young men's sizes

ARIZONA PIQUE" KNIT SHIRT
iReg. 19.99 ea. A great cotton shirt to pair up with

TOWNCRAFT•DRESS SHIRT

longfrom a variety of Solid colors and stripes in
III purchased separately,$15 to $18 ea. Choose
sizes.
Men's
/cotton
Polyester
or short-sleeved styles

jeans From The Original Arizona Jean Compane)
S-XL
Assorted colors Young men's
1:10440,044 24
Soto pnc• onoolvo Owouldh llogroddry,

NEW MOVES'FLEECE SEPARATES

BOYS' FLEECE SEPARATES
If purchased separately,$12 as. Buy 2
Apparatus° crewneck tops, 2 pants or top and
lyester
pants; assorted colors in 9 oz. cotton/po
S-XL for boys' sizes 8-20.

LEVI'S'55011 JEANS

S Double stonewashed or new age bleach finish.
Boys' sizes 8-14
rayon
Sale 9.99 Reg. $14 Apparatus' washable
shirt, S-XL for boys' sizes 8-20
No

pox.ropresont sarongs on copular pncos.

GIRLS' LEE* DENIM JEANS

7-14
Cotton denims in assorted finishes Sizes
ont cotton
Sale 8.99 Reg. $12. New Moves'tie-fr
shirt. Saes 7-14.
areadsble
Sass 449 Moo on WS d orndar anoneo

If purchased separately, $12 ea. Buy 2 crew neck tops. 2 pants or top and pants, assorted
colors in 9-oz cottonloolyester S-L for girls
es 7-14
.
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d
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Subscribe!

li
COLOR IT

MERRY!
BRIGHT!
COLOR IT

Thank you for
choosing us.
Happy Holidays
To You a Your Family

MOT
Painting
Paul WhIll 753-9382
Sammy Tldwall 753-0487

JAGUAR CARO 2r PULLSWI

INFANTS' MITTEN CUFF GOWN
Rog. 4.99. A great buy for new parents on a
budget! Todclietime• gown of flame-retardant
polyester Assorted soled pastel colors and prints
Fits boys or girls up to 3 mos or 12 lbs
add too lodorod
II our 04odowoor moots loom rston0771 oUndorde

BED-IN-A41AG SET
Twin set includes one each, flat and fitted sheets,
pillowcase. comforter bedskirt and pillow sham
(2 shams and pillowcases in full, queen and
king sizes)
4.010onal woo on odio

.)
THE JCFENNEY TOWEL
'Reg. sa. 100% combed cotton in a wide range
of colors, 27x50"
I Hand towel. Reg $6 fiefs 4.49
'Washcloth. Reg 3 50 Soie 2.99
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may or may not lane been made et regular prices.
Orould,8404/4114 Docarobor 19,
100 onoo on molar -doted ononNhoodloo
0470
9,
ownoodo on foguldo 0004
%odor odPonoloo model Poroonispoo off roporrod
bow 144444. on 4.0040 pier
hone
moo
nowIrlowoo
prow se Orown 5osormo006
od0o
dopindod
4.001 odoodg
00000ono on ofti000l-orood monedwoodloo 07•044o
Poo.'Woo..
94000 Oro sod 0•444.4 Oonn_
04~4 JC0••••44 Sorel vim

JCPenney

Offloe Phone'
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
750- 40130
1-800-222-6161

Salon Hours:
Mon.•Tues.- Wed. 10-8
Thurs, 8 Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-8; Sun 1-5

Chestnut Hills • Murray

ore
-do

Reg. $55. Durable, lightweight nylon luggage
with vinyl trim. Self-repainng nylon zippers
Sale 24.99 Reg. $35. 21" carry-on
Sale 15.99 Reg. 525. Beauty case
Sale 29.99 Reg. $45. 24" duffle
Sale 39.99 Reg. 155. Deluxe garment bag
Sale 19.99 Reg. $30 Maxi-tote

•
'

•
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A Festival ofLights
Christmas — the time for gathering with family,
shopping for presents, putting up a tree and for
many local residents it means decorating their
homes.
Hundreds of lights, wreaths, ribbons and candles
have been strung across homes all over the city.
With or without snow, it looks a lot like
Christmas.
Again this year, members 11 the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club drove around
town and searched for the lest dressed houses.
Houses did not have to enter the contest, members looked at every house that was decorated.
Five categories were judged this year: Prettiest
Residence, Prettiest Door, Prettiest Tree, Prettiest
Childlren and Prettiest Nativity Scene.
•

•

•

•

Text and photos by Stacey Crook

PRETTIEST siATIVIT1' SCPS1r:

PRETTIEST RESIDE'(-:

SAQ

-

PRETTIEST DOOR

Lljt and Pa:

Joe and Doroth.v Parker

PRETTIEST TREE

we hope you find fun and
cheer to end the year.

D & W Auto Supply
& Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St.
-

thAt.e. 7-N445

753-4563
Iti+V

PRETTIEST CHILDREN'S DISPLAY

I md and Onedla Bo‘d

At
Christmastime 11"
tik

CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — A
federal judge Tuesday reduced
the sentence of former televangelist Jim Bakker to eight
years. His attorneys said Bakker
might be eligible for parole in
one year.
The reduction was the second
for Bakker, who originally was
sentenced to 45 years in prison
for a fraud conviction relating to
his now -defunct PTL
organization.
U.S. District Judge Graham
Mullen had already lowered that
original sentence to 18 years in
response to an appeals court ruling. Then he further reduced it
Tuesday, calling even an 18-year
sentence "unduly harsh."
Bakker was convicted in
October 1989 on 24 counts of
fraud and conspiracy. Prosecutors
said he bilked donors out of more
than $150 million by promising

them free lodging at his Heritage
USA theme park in South
Carolina.
In arguing for the reduced sentence at a hearing last month,
defense attorney Harold Bender
said that the televangelist was a
model prisoner. He is being held
at a medium-security prison in
Minnesota.
Before Tuesday's ruling, Bakker would not have been eligible
for parole until August 1995,
after he served one-third of his
18-year sentence.
Bakker did not attend the
November hearing, but his attorney read from a letter he wrote to
Mullen in which he said he was
sorry for his sins and took
responsibility for his actions.
"1 beg for your forgiveness
and mercy," Bakker had written.
Prosecutors had argued against
any further reductions in Bak-

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

4

'
•
' ••.`

,

-

-

r-

Sue and Martha Hughes

Court lowers sentence for Bakker

IVE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
rt .011.
•

Willie Belle Farless

•

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

•-••••••••••••
•
"

•

• •-• ••• C
••_ • it

•".

•

ker's sentence, saying he had not
admitted he defrauded his
followers.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerry
Miller said 116,000 PTL lifetime
partners had contributed more
than S160 million to the ministry
and then were left with nothing
when it collapsed.
Bakker's original 45-year sentence was reduced last year after
an appeals court dismissed it. The
appeals court said remarks by
trial judge, U.S. District Judge
Robert Potter, about "moneygrubbing preachers" were "too
intemperate to be ignored." Mullen then issued the 18-year
sentence.
Bakker and his then-wife,
Tammy, were hosts of the popular "P11.. Club" television show
before it was revealed in 1987
that Bakker had had a tryst with a
former church secretary and that
his organization had paid her
money afterward to keep quiet.

Woman mistakenly gives
away soup can containing
jewelry during food drive
STRAFFORD, N.H. (AP) —
Lillian Sokolowsky didn't think
twice about donating canned
goods to a Boy Scout food dnve.
Now she can't stop thinking
about it.
The cans included a fake one
filled with her jewelry.
She said the can contained her
engagement ring, two wedding
bands, a strand of pearls, necklaces, brooches and a pendant her
husband, William, gave her when
they were married in 1944.
Sokolowsky, 69, had bought
the fake can of tomato soup to
hide her valuables. It looked just
like the real thing, but had a top
that screwed off.
Sokolowsky said she was in a
hurry when she filled a shopping
bag for the food drive a few days
before Thanksgiving. The cans
went to the Salvation Army,
which distributed them to 17
charities.

..••••••
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Trail of Tears will
be commemorated
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) The sites of four forts in western
North Carolina may become
detached parts of a historic trail
marking the expulsion of 16,000
Cherokees from five Southern
states.
"We've identified potential
sites ... that did play a significant
role in the removal," David
Gaines, a National Park Service
official in Sante Fe, N.M., told
The Charlotte Observer in a published report Monday.
The Trail of Tears National
Historic Trail will mark the
2,200-mile land and water routes
the Cherokees followed in the
early 1800s when the U.S. government resettled many of them
in Oklahoma. The trail could
open by 1994.
The city of Murray recently received S13,353.65 in Area DevelopIt will start in the Chattanooga,
ment Funds from the Purchase Area Development District to go
Tenn., area, where soldiers
towards the purchase of a new fire truck. State Representative
assembled Indians from North
Freed Curd is shown presenting the ADF check to Murray Mayor
Carolina, South Carolina, AlabaFreed Curd.
ma, Georgia and Tennessee in
concentration camps, Gaines said.
Unlike the Appalachian Trail
footpath, the trail will not be continuous. It will be made up of a
series of markers, interpretive
centers and historic sites. The
march was called the Trail of
window.
because about half the men,
Tears
By TONY ROGERS
And Lisette Ortiz, 24, who
and children died along
women
Associated Pras Writer
lives just inside one of the barrithe way.
drug dealers and prosSoldiers under Gen. Winfield
LAWRENCE, Mass. - Resi- cades, said
the streets at night Scott gathered Cherokees into the
cruise
titutes
neighdents of a crime-plagued
gunfire is not uncommon.
stockades before sending them to
borhood have to pass through a and
they've tried kicking the camps of Tennessee. None of
"Twice
police checkpoint just to get
door at night, asking if I the North Carolina stockades still
home, but many say they don't in my
Ortiz said. "I don't stands, and all the Tar Heel sites
drugs,"
sold
mind if it makes the streets safer.
I'm scared."
night.
at
out
go
are on private property.
Some even brought snacks to the
without police passes
Those
The sites arc Fort Montgomery
officers.
enter the neighborhood only in Graham County, Fort Butler
"It ain't a bad city," said Jeff can
stopped and having and Fort Delaney in Cherokee
Sadezwicz, who runs an auto after being
identified at a County and Fort Hembree in Clay
vehicles
their
repair shop. "But there are a lot
of squad cars and County.
roadblock
of scum."
bright yellow barrels.
A few buildings along the Trail
Police cordoned off a fourNon-residents' license plate of Tears remain, including a log
issued
and
Monday
block area
numbers are recorded, and police cabin in Illinois. An occupant fed
special passes to residents in a
send letters informing the vehidesperate attempt to stem drug
Indians who knocked
cle's owner that the car was seen two hungry
dealing and other crimes in this
after they smelled
door
the
on
in that area.
city of 70,000 about 40 miles
cooking.
pumpkin
to
here
in
coming
were
"If you
north of Boston.
The cabin is along the land
buy drugs, would you drive past
"This is not an occupation
that went from Cleveland,
route
a police car, knowing that a letter
army coming in and setting up a
and Chattanooga through
Tenn.,
will be sent to your house?" the
police state. This is part of comIllinois, Missouri and
Kentucky,
asked.
munity policing," Police Chief police chief
ended in Tahleand
Arkansas
Attorney
Essex County District
Allen W. Cole said.
Okla.
quah,
Kevin Burke said he has no powPolice reported no serious inciCongress authorized the Trail
to stop the barricades but had
er
dents during the night, and Cole
Tears National Historic Trail
of
up.
them
asked Cole not to put
said there were no arrests or confrontations at the checkpoints.
"In fact, our officers advised
•
me that they saw one of the drug
dealers packing up and moving
out," Cole said. "Residents of
the neighborhood also bought the
officers working the checkpoint
pizza and soda."

Police erect barricade
to try to curtail crime

Cole said the neighborhood
drew drug buyers from other
towns, including the suburbs.
Over the past 18 months, police
had set up similar blockades, but
none affected such a large area.
John Roberts, director of the
Civil Liberties Union in Massachusetts, said his group would
probably challenge the measure
in court. "This is martial law
without the federal troops," he
said.
But many residents, even those
in the barricaded area, said they
are fed up with crime and think
the barricades are a good idea.
Sadezwicz said he had seen
carloads of drug dealers cruising
the streets, shotguns stuck out the
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and Wrecker Service753-3134

1301 Chestnut

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
'CertainTeed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
*Reynolds

$4.29

If You're In A Hurry Get Yours To Go
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Party & Holiday

Dresses
Take An Additional

30% Off
Our Reg. Low Prices:
49.99 To 75.99

SALE: 34.99 To 53.19
Junior, Misses, Halfsizes
& Petites.

Hwy. 641 North.

9:00 a.m. - Worship (Broadcast on WSJP-AM and
WBLN-FM)
a.m.
1015
Bible Classes
6:00 p.m. - Evening Worship (Broadcast on
WBLN-FM)

Wednesday:
7:00 p.m. - Bible Classes

Glendale Road
Church of Christ

Dresses
Take An Additional

25% To
50% Off

Our Reg. Low Prices:
39.99 To 75.99
Casual, career & dressy
styles.

Holiday &
Novelty

Silk Shirts
& Pants

Sweaters
Take An Additional

19.99
Reg. 44.99

Our Reg. Low Prices:
29.99 To 49.99

SALE: 20.99 To 34.99

Fashion
Blazers

Take An Additional

30% To
50% Off

Our Low Selling Price:
15.99 To 39.99

Take An Additional

30% To
50% Off
Our Low Price

Fashion
Watches
Take An Additional

Reg, To 69.99
Plaids, solids & patterns
In wool, silk & rayon.

All-Weather
Coats

Assorted colors with
zip-out lining.

EVERY

Designer

Troll Doll

Fragrances

25% Off

SALE: 2.99 to 11.99

Famous Name

Lingerie
Take An Additional

Our Reg. Low Price:
10.99 To 39.99

Gowns, Robes, Teddies,
Tap Sets & More.

Aviator Style

Leather
Bomber
Jackets

49.00
Reg. 99.99

Take An Additional

SALE -17.50
ASSORTED STYLES. ONE
YEAR GUARANTEE.

29.00 & 30% off
39.00

Reg. To 89.99
Outerwear jackets In
stadium & jacket lengths.

Co a

Coordinates

Our Reg. Low Price: 25.00

10001* Silk Shirts &
Pants In a great
assortment of colors.

rCIPV1011

Alfred Dunner
& Cricket Lane

30% Off 30% Off

Our Low Selling Price:
3.99 to 15.99

753-9257

Sunday:

F
Less!
or
The
Got
We've
Check These Super Bargains For Last Minute Shopping!

Santa trolls & light
up eyes.

KONEY ®

5thedu1e of Services

I Christmas
Countdown...

39.00

All-You-Care-To-Eat

Wishing everyone a happy holiday
and a wonderful New Year.

(502)753-0280

Ski Jackets
& Denim
Jackets

SHONEYS.

n Olefin

'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P0 Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071

2-Piece
Dressing

S4129 WILL GET YOU THE BEST
HOT PLATE LUNCH IN 'FOWL.

Hot Food Bar With 2 Meats, 9
Vegetables, Breads, And Our
Very Own Soup, Salad and
Fruit Bar Is Only...

in 1987. The park service has
completed its three years of planning, but has no money for the
project this year.
Gaines said the agency expects
to receive S250,()00 in 1994,
which will pay for local exhibits,
markers and possibly footpaths.
Some Cherokees escaped
removal. The Oconaluftec band
of Cherokees in western North
Carolina was exempted from the
resettlement, said Joan Greene,
archivist at the Museum of the
Cherokee Indian in Cherokee.
The Oconaluftee Cherokees
had split off from the Cherokee
nation, Ms. Greene said. Under
1817-1819 treaties encouraging
assimilation into white society,
those Indians were legally allowed to remain. They later bought
lands that now form the Qualla
Boundary (reservation) that surrounds Cherokee.
Other Cherokees hid in the
North Carolina mountains to
avoid resettlement.

Take An Additional

89.00
Reg. 149.99

Authentic leathers from
G-III &Uzi in brown.

Luxury

Bath Gift
Sets
Take An Additional

30% Off 40% Off
"You'll recognize the
fragrance", for men
& women.

Reg. 6.99 To 10.00
Soaps & toiletries
In gItt baskets.

Central Shopping Center. Murray
753-7991
Mon.-Sat. 10-81 Sun. 1-5

fett.

t.k.`4••.±.

Funeral ntes for Jimmy Lee
Cope were today at 11 a m in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev Roy Gibson
officiated.
Burial was in Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the American Hean Association.
Mr. Cope, 44, Rt. I, Hardin.
died Sunday at 4 p.m. at his
home.
He is sursised h‘ his wile.

HOG MARKET
Ser.r• U.. 1..1 11041
Foilmai-atais
[anima,Puralam Vas Hui Martial &rime let Wan 3
,141. 134, La_ I Ilevmme &
hay** Slochoes
GNU .73 iitelts• 3,sia1 fissil, ii 1.31 Wm,
13373-411.1.1
Lbs.
13 1-1 134-1341
1,36.31-39.13
13 1-1 114-1341 211.
$31.2.6-311.33
13 1-3 2311-3311 lb.
$311.13-39.23
LI 1-41 2.3414 lbe.
Snag
1.31 1.1 114-3664,._______._.___$2S1114-11
11111-1' 01
LI 1-3 311140/1
111- MOS
13 13 .1414313
13 1-3 US and ip -----113.1113-19SI
US 34 MO-3110 lbs.------110_101-23 11
Mears mod, 31.3-34-34.111

Leon Duncan

Mrs. Nell Rowland

Jimmy Lee Cope
Mrs. Sandy Cope; one son,
Joseph Cope, Hardin; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Sue Harris and
Mrs. Becky Fisher, Cartithersville, Mo.: five stepsons, Sam Bell,
Paducah, Bob Epperson, Skelly town, Texas, and Bill Bell, Tony
Bell and Scott Bell, all of Jonesboro. Ark.; one sister, Mrs. Cinda
Martens, Huntsville, Ala.; two
brothers, Allen Cope and Charles
22
Paducah;
Cope,
stepgrandchildren.

Shuttle launch
set for Jan. 13
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.
(AP) — The first shuttle launch
of 1993 — a six-day mission in
which the crew will practice
spacewalking and release a seta-,
has been set for Jan. 11.
lite
'Endeavour as scheduled to lift
off at 8:52 a.m. on NASA's 53rd
shuttle mission. the space agency
said Tuesday. Eight flights are
planned for 1993.

-4.0441416
su*.ziAto-ortiv‘xtio .25-50 OFF CHRISTMAS ITEMS
Now Through Christmas
Including Such Items Ati
•Chr1S1111•3 Pottery .Decorated Wreaths .Angels
Santas
•Pepperrnint Candles .Ornaments .Collectible

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462

Mrs. Nell Rowland, 58, Rt. I,
Cuba Road, Mayfield, died Monday at 9:10 a.m. at Western Bapust Hospital, Paducah.
A nursing assistant at Community Hospital. Mayfield, she
was a member of Sharon Baptist
Church
Her father, John William Ray.
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Rowland is survived by
her husband. Edward (Ed) Rowland; one daughter. Mrs. Karen
Kennemore, Mayfield; two sons,
Robin Rowland, Paducah, and
Chris Rowland, Mayfield; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Edna Williamson. Wingo; two stepsons, Duffy
Rowland and Michael Rowland.
Mayfield; her mother, Mrs. Alma
L. Ray, and one sister, Mrs. Shirley Smith. both of Mayfield;
three brothers, John (Bill) Ray,
Dawson Springs, and Sonny Ray

and Richard Ray, Mayfield; II
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rey. William Strong and the Rev.
Jim Hawkins will officiate.
Pallbearersiwill be Brad Ray,
Michael Ray. John Ray, Randy
Ray, Jason Smith and Ricky Ray,
active; Edwin Williamson, Shaye
Williamson, Jimmy Rowland,
Michael Edward Rowland and
Keith Ray, honorary.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to St, Jude's
Children's Research Hospital,
Memphis. Tenn.

Lewis Summie Canup
The funeral for Lewis Summie
Paducah.
Canup is today at 2 p.m. in the
Survivors include one daughtchapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Littrell
Mrs. Brenda Jordon, and one
er,
Mike
Rev.
Benton. The
and the Rev. Don Phelps are son, Gale Canup, both of Rt. 3,
Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Helen
officiating.
CarRt. 3, Benton, and Mrs.
Mt.
in
Clayton.
follow
will
Bunal
Thelma Ross, Benton: one
mel Cemetery.
Mr. Canup, 76. Rt. 3. Benton, brother, John Canup, Murray; six
died Monday at 8:27 a.m. at grandchildren; four greatWestern Baptist Hospital, grandchildren.

Downtown-Court Square

or-z‘,04,4141(414.4t*ArAti*
Merry Christmas To
Please join us for the

Christmas Eve Candlelight
Communion Service
Dec. 24 at 8 p.m.

Dick
The funeral for M.C. Dick was
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Vodie Jackson and the
Rev. John Snow officiated.
Burial was in Doublin Cemetery. Tn City, with military rites
at the gravesite.
Mr. Dick, 72, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Tn City Community, died Sunday at 930 p.m. at Murray-

Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dola Dick; two daughters,
Ms. Dolores Dick, Tni City, and
Mrs. Jo Ann Mason, Farmington;
one son, Bobby Wayne Dick,
Farmington; one sister, Mrs.
Covetta Wiggins. Lynnville; one
brother, Earnest Dick, Mayfield;
one grandchild; one greatgrandchild.

Leon Duncan, 74, Box 3,
Alma, died Tuesday at 7:08 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Independence
United Methodist Church, he had
retired from the Kentucky Highway Department.
His wife, Mrs. Deseree
Schroader Duncan, died May 28,
1989. One brother, Solon Duncan, also preceded him in death.
Born April 21, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Lytle Duncan and Theo
Mitts Duncan.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margery Woodall and
husband, Larry, Rt. 1, Box 680,

Final rites for Otha (Russ)
Trimble were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Pulaski Funeral
Home, Somerset. The Rev. Loyd
Williamson and the Rev. Dale
Osman officiated.
Burial was in Lake View

111 N. 5th

Mrs. Ruth B. Kennedy, 88, of
302 N. 6th St., who was active
locally for many years in civic
and community affairs, died at I
a.m. Tuesday at her home following an extended illness.
She was born in Murray Dec.
27, 1903, to the late Andrew
Jackson Beale and Minnie Lee
Williams Beale. Her husband,
Jack R. Kennedy, and a son, Jack
Beale Kennedy, preceded her in
death.
Mrs. Kennedy was a graduate
of Bethel Women's College in
Hopkinsville and an alumnus of
the University of Kentucky.
A longtime member and former
president of the Murray Woman's
Club, she was a member of its
board of directors when funds
were raised to finance construction of the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse on Vine Street.
Besides her work in both the
Alpha and Delta Departments of
the Murray Woman's Club, she
was also active in the Murray
Magazine Club and the Murray
Rose and Garden Club.
Mrs. Kennedy was a member

Memorial Gardens, Somerset.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of local
arrangements.
Mr. Trimble, 68, Rt. 3, Murray. died Saturday at 3 p.m. at his
home.

*i

Stock Market
Report
'Price

•

Dean Foods
.....2r/s lIs
Exxon•3/4
Fisher Prke .------..241/4 • 'Is
1/4
Ford
11s
General Electrk
General Motors -.-.---321/s 4. 3/s
1/4
Goodyear -.-____............67 • 11/4
3/1
I B
Ingersoll Rand
« 3/1
K U Energy --------- 273/4 • 1/4
• V.
Kroger
LG&
•
McDonald:
J.C. Penney..-.------.-- 75 « 1/2
Peoples First'.—.-.-...-.32B 33A
Quaker Oats
66% 4. '/4
Schering-Plough -.-..._.663/4 • 13/s
441/4 - 3/s
Sears
+
Time Warner..---.--.- 291/4 unc
• 7/s
Wal-Mart,,,.,....64'/2 • 11/4

from Fern Terrace Lodge
We would like to send a public thank-you to all of you who have donated time, talent or services in
, helping provide a higher quality of care and your helping hand in implanting a special memory that will
live in the resident's hearts forever. This wonderous gift you gave to our residents has brought with it,
times of love, joy and peace. May you in turn receive this precious gift you have given our residents.
Evelyn Myers
Full Apostolic Church
Fonly & Friers& i kat/dans
of Fern TIITTIWT
KIM 11111pUlit Church Dorothy Group
Fuss annum (leach
Girl Scram
Glendale Rd aunt of Chnat
Humane Society
K Mari
Kutary Baptue Church
Kroger Food Store
Love Bugs (limn Crenshaw)
Manna:tee Yawn Group
Mount Cannel Church
Mumy Calloway Co Ambulance Sernoe
Murray Calloway Co ricepttal
Murray Ghanian Fellowship
(Eapes:tally Dean Roes & Mans Taylor)

of First Baptist Church of
Murray.
After her mother died in childbirth, Mrs. Kennedy grew up in
the household of her uncle, A.B.
Beale, with a cousin, Desiree
Beale Hosick, who is the only
surviving member of that family.
Other survivors of Mrs. Kennedy are: a daughter,- Mary Jane
Littleton, Murray; a daughter-inlaw, Sue L. Kennedy, Murray:
seven grandchildren, Mary Ann
Littleton and Karen Duncan,
Murray, Andy Littleton. Nashville, Suzan Hinton, Owensboro,
Jack Kennedy, Princeton. David
Kennedy, Fayetteville, N.C., and
Sam Kennedy, Ashland, Va.; and
five great-grandchildren,
Jonathan Duncan and Kate Duncan, Murray, Kelly Kennedy and
Matthew Kennedy, Princeton, and
Stark Hinton, Owensboro.
Services will be at 10 a.m.
Thursday in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
Greg Earwood and George T.
Moody officiating. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Wednesday) at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made in the form of contributions to the Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St.,
Murray, Ky.

Murray High School
Murray State Unsveney
New Concord Church of Orul
Outreach themense
Palesuns Untied Methodist Church
NBC IMItollte
Poplar Spring Baptan Church
Ron McNutt
Smarty foe Pater
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Share Sunday Scheer Class
&gm Alpha It. Seronly
Southwest Elementary School
St Lao Cashohc Chunk
T.
Who Cam
Untvearty OlUrah d Ohne
Vfterana of Font.' Mal
war Cam

laird Lycns Us mica mita In Ns OWL

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Happy Holidays To Our Considerate and Caring Staff—
We're Very Proud Of Each Of You.

Ada:Nonni
Information
Availissn
Upon R•ounst

Lit MIK

*Private & Semi-Private Rooms *Adult Day Health Care Program
*In Home-like Setting

"
400.
HIWARD

ILL Lyra la •

DONS
aemm

Hardin Jenkins

Chg

Bell South
• i/s
Briggs & Stratton-- 473/1 .4 'Is

Dr Cart llama & Staff
Dr Dar. M.i.a & Staff
Dr Gary Marquarth • Staff
Dr HOAR Clad • Staff
DT 211 Quenermaus & Staff
Dr James Doody & Stiff
Dr John Yezeralu • Saff
Dr Mary Bolton & Staff
Dr Raymond Charms & Staff
• k...hard Blalock & Staff
Dr ki.hard Crouch & Staff
Dr SomeIIM. a Staff
Dr kraten Kciectlevbcfh • Staff
Dr Robert Morreattior • Staff
Dr it,Terirr w11.. a Staff
Dr Saver Trevathan & Staff
Eastrtoo. Bapue Church
Eastwood tar,dren s Academy

Burial will follow in Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Prices as ol 9 AM

Dow Jones Ind. A ig...........5.14
DJIA Previous Close --.-3321.10
4. 3/4
Air Products
.14
A T &

Ann Fun
Asnves Lathes Auclum
Boy Scams
Calloway County High Schooi
Calloway County Health Dept
Calloway County lisalsh Dept
Home fieelth
Calloway Couni !riddle School
Cathy Culbert
Church Women United
Coidirattx /input Clutch
Continue Cam Home Health
Cub Soma
Dan bones
De 8..ey Blame & Staff
Dr CC Lowery & Staff
Dr Cathryn Chnnopiter & Staff
or Charles Tucker & Staff

The funeral will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the
Rev. Lee Gamblin will officiate.

Mrs. Ruth B. Kennedy

Otha (Russ) Trimble

First Christian
Church

Dexter; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Jennifer Molthen and husband,
Gary, Crossville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Gay Starks and husband, Kirk,
Murray; three greatgrandchildren, April Molten and
Ryan Molten, Crossville, Tenn.,
and Colby Starks, Murray.

IPC

The funeral for Hardin Jenkins
was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Homc,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Lester Butler officiated.
Burial was in Hazel Cemetery.
Mn. Jenkins, 71, Rt. 2, Box
157, Purycar, Tenn., died Monday at 6:15 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Imogene George Jenkins;
one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Hillard and husband, Phil, two grandchildren, Allison Hillard and Elizabeth Hillard, and one sister,
Mrs. Laura Markuz and husband.
Charles, all of Hazel; several
nieces and nephews.

Finis R. Pierce
Services for Finis R. Pierce
were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson
officiated.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery, east of Hardin.
Mr. Pierce, 97, Rt. 2, Benton,
died Monday at 9:25 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, Mrs.
Laura Howard, and Mrs. Ruth
Copeland, Benton, Mrs. Margaret
Lyden, Florida, and Mrs. Betty
Lyles, Symsonia; one son, Frank
Pierce, Rt. 1, Dexter, 12 grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren;
five stepgreat-grandchildren; 19
great-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
111111vd"""s'i-4404101988 Chevrolet
Astro
129917
C

J err v k a Merry.,
Asebeleat AdnitnIstretor

Blue. AM/FM Cassette, Power
Window & Locks. Loaded

12,900

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

••••
•

•

.• Ca
•
•",r

Pets

•

,

753-2617

Classified
DEADLINES

010
020
025
030
040
050

.........

190
370 .....
390..........

Food & Seed

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade
Free Column

Situation Wanted
.Businees Opportunity

660

100
110

.Inetruction

570

090

& Supplies

1106011

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- 'AFTERNOON warehousenuine hand tossed papa man for local electrical confresh salads, sandwichee
tractor Housekeeping,
gyros Open all year at vehicle maintenance,
5pm Closed Mon and 10-15 hours/week
4 74 8 1 1 9
753-9562 before 5pm
Tues
1 800-649 3804
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
TAX DEFERRED
future? We have 22 JOB
ANNUITY
OPENINGS for people be7.25%
tween the ages of 16-22
INTEREST
years if you are not in
Guaranteed 5 years
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
Monthly income
8 00am-3 00pm We we an
available'
EOE This project is funded
100% reinsured'
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council.
100% investment
JTPA
grade assets'
DRIVERS 'Min age 22 '1
year OTR exp •Spousal
riding program *Good pay
and benefits with CDL •Up
to 27s/mile McClendon
Trucking 1-800 633 7233

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

HELP
WANTED

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
025

Pomo*
CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service. For
free information packet call
1-800-829-3283
MRS Theresa, Reader and
Advssor A true born psychic, gifted from God Spaaal $500 502-554-7904

orin
Help
Wanted
EXPERIENCED person to
repair 30' well Call
753 0266

Fried
Kentucky
Chicken is looking for
a few good employees
interested in a career
and advancement. If
you're willing to work
you may be ready to
join our team at the
Murray & Mayfield
Fried
Kentucky
Chicken Restaurant.
We offer competitive income and insurance, plus incentive
our
for
bonus
managers.
We are looking for
manager trainee. Full
and part-time. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people
we would like to meet
you. Come grow and
prosper with an established food service
business. Apply in person at KFC, Murray
Mayfield. No
and
phone calls.

4111.., Kentucky
Fried
Chicken
7
.

Thefamily ofJason Borders would
like to express their appreciation
and gratitude to all of those who
have sent prayers, flowers, food and
support. We would like to thank
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital and
Blalock-Colenum Funeral Home for
their services and kindness during
this difficult time, Bro. Van Russell
for his support and care, and the
Murray City Police & the Paris Police
Department for their escorts. Jason
will be missed very much, but all of
you who knew him,please remember
him with a smile.
Sincerely,
Parents & Sister

Mobilo Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Hom• Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rant

435

..............„Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

....t. Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

1S0

100

tiolp
Wonted

ISolp
Wanted

270

300

060

060

020

280 ........Mobil• Horne. For Rent

310
TRANSIN)ITIATION
Motorcycles 320
470
Auto Services
480
485............Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
490
Vans
.
495 ............ ......
Used Trucks 360
500
Cam
pers
510
Boats & Motors 360
520

Wanted

SECRETARY/
Receptionist Professional
secretary/receptionist
needed for progressive
Benton area business Preferred qualities include:
proven secretarial experience, typing, shorthand,
excellent telephone skills,
accounting aptitude, verbal
and written communication
skills and computer experience using Word Periect
and Lotus We otter a competitive wage, excellent
benefits and pleasant working environment For consideration, please send resume with references to
P0 Box 1040-E. Murray
KY 42071
TAKING applications, parttine meat dept. growing
company Send resume to
P0 Box 926, Murray, KY

Beauty Shop
For Lease
Witi equipment furnished
Established cliental. Good
location, new building Expenance required Call for
more information

753-9959 or
759-4442
BREAKTIME Billiards, Dixieland Shopping Center
Owner wants offer
or
502-442-2900
443-3505 ask for Lu Ann or
Harold
110
kistruction
COMPUTER Technology
Plus otters Computer
courses business, private
instruction, including CAD
programs 759-9158

COMPUTERS Sales &
Service, free set-up & training, home/office Hawkins
Research, 753-7001

120
130
140
150
155
160
1654
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

AMIGA 500 computer with
expanded memory and lots
of software $200 6 sliding
glass patio doors, $30
Microwave can $20 Call
753-2113

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, hit dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

WOOD for sale 753-0527
or 753-9745

FIREWOOD 436-5598
SEASONED firewood. oak
753-5476

WOOD for sale, $30/rick
seasoned oak 474-8086

COUNTRY singer, plays
rhythm or base looking to
Join working band
436-2749
OLD piano refinished new
keys and felt, needs tuning
$225 Call 354-6742

FRED'S Home Crafter
Woodwork on sale Displayed at University Tire
Ph
1406 Main St
753-4994 759-4675 Items
made to order

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

GEM stones from amethyst
to zircon All sizes, all
types We have many
mountings to choose from
For tree list call 354-6742
(phone or fax) Free stone
to 1st 10 callers

PIAN•
$750 sOLD

like new
rr 5pm

240
Misoden•ous

Amencid s Second c..0

;11filtiPitckliti9

THEWS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9040
Clean Used Furniture Appliances and OAK Items
Um Our Layaway Piwi
Now Renting Nintendo

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Aiorrhuirsr Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings
exciting
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT: An
offer a
We
applicant
qualified
the
for
opportunity
wide range of work experiences
Therapy
Must be a graduate of a 2-yew Physical
APTA
the
by
accredited
curriculum
Assistant
license
and posses or be eligible for a Kentucky

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

88FT x 50ft metal building
Insulated gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage Located at 406
Sunbury Circle See Carlos
Black, Jr at Blacks Decorating Center or call
753 0839 or 436-2935

200
For details contact:
Personnel liept
(5812)712-111118

Locations Coast in

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, custom

Vans

md

Van`,

For

,

112 SO 12th
Office. 753-6910
Murray KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest HMI'S iiit)tlell'

Fqual I /wove tan.ty
rnpkwer

MURRAY
CALLMAY
COUNTY
FUSITTAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray kentur kv 42071

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rite .,

HAND mad• knives
753-2498

BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time full time, small
large Very reasonable
rent Call MUI Cal Realty
753 44.44

SOLOFLEX, complete with
butterfly $700 obo
750-1078 after 4pm

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Specs in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Spats
EquW08408

•

.4711,-.9•11V171.•
-a- abr..

-41. ••••

•

-a

•

:

•.•!•:&..111"

•

••

• 16
AC _ 1•

.

r

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales Appraisals Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753 SOLD
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502-753 SOLD
1-800-369-5780

Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR efficiency cottage
heat lights and water furnished Reasonably priced
474-8059 ask for Bill.
(Aurora)

4 CAR dean up shop of
fice, paved lot air
753-4509

FORD 3000 traciar, 3 14
plow 2 row cultivator Cal
after 5pm 759-9609

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

Apartments
For Rent

8pm

Fulton, Kentucky

The City of Murray will again be
accepting Christmas trees for recycling
this Christmas season. The dropoff
place will be in the City Park on
Chestnut Street at the same location of
the bagged leaf dropoff point. We will
accept trees at this location through
January 12, 1993. Remove all ornaments and tinsel and PLEASE, REAL
TREES ONLY.

25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Se per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper (Thies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

TAKING applications for
2 BEDROOM duplex
section 8 rent subsidized
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed$355 discounted rent Cen- rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
tral heat Lease deposit no Hardin, Ky
pets Refrigerator stove, 502 437 4113 EHO
dishwasher included
WANTED 2 roommates to
759-9874
share 3br furnished apart2BR carpeting drapes ref
ment w/male Water and
dishwasher w,d hook up. garbage included,
central ha ..3.50/mo De- $120/mo Call Bob at Tropposit required No pets ics Tanning Salon,
753 9240
753-8477 for information
Available Dec 1 1992
2BR duplex on Story Aye,
Apstreet
dead end
pliances furnished central
ft a no pets Lease and
deposit required
753 7185
2BR house beside East
Elementary no pets
2BR duplex with garage
deposit re
dishwasher garage dis $275 mo
8848 before
753
quired
up
hook
d
w
posal,
8pm
$450rno Day 753 7688
Night 759-4703
2BR house unfurnished
Ky Lakefront boat ramp
2BR duplex in Northwood
deposit 753 4428
4406
759
$325mo
48R 2s baths home
2BR duplex off 94E
Jan I in Murray
$275mo no pets deposit available
required 753-8848 before 618 533 2116

Haws Memorial
Nursing Home ,

NOTICE

Reader Ads:

OFFERED by GILL Rental
Property, very nice. brand
new 2br apartments with
easy access to MSU Each
has bay window, french
door to deck washer and
dryer, stove, refrigerator
1BR low utilities reference dishwasher, and microand deposit required No wave 2 apartments expected to be handicapped
pets vas 753-3949
accessible based on re1BR, nice, near MSU All sponse,and 2 are not
utilities paid Coleman RE
Ready for occupancy by
753-9898
March 15th $450/mo Call

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now otters U S and foreign
coins at Hobee s Coin and
LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms Gard Shop 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our
NEW IBM Compatible and sportswear, rentals
coins proof sets paper
Ruth's
tuxedos
and
$195
gowns
Printer
Color
See and Sew Country currency and coin supplies
0 00M0000000a 753-7001
3000
Square, 1608 N 121 Mur- we available at Decades
DOLL HOUSE x
X
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
ray 753-6981
10
CAFE
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Want
Exotic Dancers
LIKE new f3arbie Jeep bat
x
Stamps and stamp supX
To Buy
$125
Say. 71 East Paris, Tenn.
charger
tenes and
plies we featured along
A Mon-SM. 6 p.m-2 am X ANTIQUES by the piece or 753-7546
with our coins and coin
X
X
901-542-4297
collections Call 753-9433 QUILTS for sale 753 2365 supplies at the Book Rack
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX after 5pm
(Dixieland Shopping Gen
or 753-9866
ter in Murray) We appraise
070
CASH paid for good, used ROCKING horses all
estates and are active buyDomeirtic
pisand
shotguns,
rifles,
sizes In time for Christmas
ers of coins and stamps
I Childcare
tols Benson Sporting 753-6249
Call 502-753-4161
Goods, 519 S 12th,
SONY Camcorder, 8mm
WE will babysit for New Murray
like new with case and acYear's Eve Call and inUSED and antique furni- cessories, $700 4 bar
quire, 753-7710, leave
ture, glass, tools, quilts stools, almond with mauve
message, or 436-5738 474-2262, 9016426290
backs and seats, new con- KEN-TENN Investigations
RSVP by Tues , Dec 29th
dition, $160/ea new, now owner J B Wilburn specia
No children under 2 years
$60/ea White and brass lizing in criminal, civil
old please.
daybed with mattress new domestic and insurance in$150 435-4-402
condition,
el
with
nights
stay
vestigations 14 years law
WILL
derty Call 753-4590 after 1990 250 SUZUKI quad TROY Built tiller, horse enforcement experience
racer, lots of extras, $1700 model, new, still in the crate 502-436-6099 Licensed in
5P171
1986 250 Honda with attachments Cost Kentucky and Tennessee
4-wheeler, $1500 Huska- $1835, will sell for $1650
090
PRIVATE Investigator
Position
varga chain saw, $275 Po- firm May be seen at Buck's
D B A Confidential Invest,
lar 4000 chain saw, $250 Body Shop 9th and
Wader!
gations, Souttiside ShopSblh chain saw with carry- Sycamore
ping Center, Suite 1102.
SEWING lobs wanted in ing case $125 437-4875
Murray, 753-2641
cluding formal wear
160
or 437-4887
753-1061
Home
270
FurrileNngs
Mobile
GOOD used couch and
Homes For Sale
chair with wood arms, tea
table and end table, excel- 10x55 MOBILE home re
Call
lent condition
modeled, a/c, refrigerator,
753-8780 ($150411)
stove, underpinning and
KING size waterbed with steps 437-4424
rails, lights and mirrors on
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
headboard, storage draw- Specializing in mobile
ers underneath, like new home electric services 200
We are expanding our staff and
condition Call 527-1051
amp $375 100 amp $325
who
people
ed
dedicat
for
looking
MOVING Sale Kimball 435-4027
piano and bench, studio SMALL 2br mobile home in
would like to work for the best
size, $150 Couch and county near lake on 1 ,
,
chair, green and yellow on acres trees and pond.
facility in the state of Kentucky.
$100
d,
backgroun
creme
$11 000 I br mobile home
RN, LPN's, CNA's. Needed for all
Bed, chest, dresser and 'fixer upper" $700
bench, box springs and 436 2749
shifts. Competitive salary and benmattress included, $100
Monday
person
efits - Apply in
Deacons bench. maple. 42'
length, $25 2 lamps, 36'
Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mobil*
high. green glass base,
Homes For ReM
white shade. $30 Childs
roll top desk and chair $5 2BR water and appliances
489-2887
urnished Coleman RE
.••••
753-9898

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am.

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Discount 2nd Ran.
60% Discount ard Rua
(All 3 Ads Ruin Run Within 6 Day Period
111 75 per columa uxh ears for Tueedey(Shop
pmg Guide)

1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
apartments, nice, near university 3br house, 1604
Main St central gas heat
a/c. near campus
$450/mo 753-6111 days
753-0606 nights

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

EXTRA ruce 25 Colortrack
RCA color console TV with
remote control, cabinet like
new $250 489-2703

Display Ads

320
Apartments
For Rent

Firewood

COLLECTION of Charles
Frac;e Wildlife Pnnts, Snow
Leopards Seals 1973 to
present Everything must
go' 753-7419 after 4pm

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furrushirugs
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

320

210
Articles
For Sale

Business
OPPortur1117

n home sales Prefer woman, 30-50yrs of age Experience necessary Two
weeks training $300 per
week guaranteed for 1st 12
weeks Call 753-2654 for
appointment

REAL E, iii-: SALES

IAIP IFFAIAL
,
IIF UF

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

MINI ELIANEDUS

Help Wanted
Deneelie & Childcare

070

Farm Equipment

550

EMPLOYMENT
060

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SFItVIi F

wawa & Supplies

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

FARNIERS NIARKE I

F.N1F \Is
Legal Notice
Notes
Personals
Card of Thank.
In Memory
..... Laic & Found

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENT5

AN Al) CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance, and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
‘\\t
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2BR in Northwood low utilities available Jan 1st
753-0521 or 759-9240
2BR near MSU Available
now $300/mo water and
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753 9898

435
Lake
Prccerty
LAKEFRONT LIQUIDATION! Dockable waterfront
on Barkley Lake 3 5 acres,
was $29,900, NOW
$19.900 Woods, views,
ready for vacation/
retirement home 3. acre
lake access $7.900 Fs
nanang Woodland Acres
Call 800-858-1323

HOUSES for rent great for
students or family Call
762 4483 or 753 7210

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter natural gas cablevi
sion 3 3.10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
its 6% simple interest financing available
753 5841 or 753-1566

81 ACRES of frontage
property, all tillable. Hwy
783 north of Crossland
Call after 5pm, 492-8233

360
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40(mo 759-4081

2 OR 3br duplexes central
Iva appliances furnished
Coleman RE, 753-9898

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753 2905 for more
information

365
For Sale
CARPETED 2br duplex in
Or Lease
Northwood. patio carport,
central Iva, stove, refrigera- 38R, 2 bath condominium
tor. dishwasher, and dis- 753-3293 after 6pm
posal wal hook-up, bedrooms have 15ft long
370
closets, many kitchen caLhmstoce
binets. 20'x30' storage
& Supplies
overhead
with
building
door references, $400 deSadposit $400/mo No pets HUDSON Company
dles Bridles & Horse supCall 753-3018
plies 753-4545,759-1823,
CHARMING 2br, 2 bath 753-6763
duplex with garage Northwood Dr Appliances furn380
ished central air and gas
Pets
month
1
,
$475/mo
heat,
& Supplies
lease,
deposit and 1 yew
AKC registered Rotweiler
no pets 753-2905
pups 489-2455
FURNISHED apts tor 2br,
HAVE an obedient, safe
Apts.
n
no pets Zimmerma
dog for show or home
South 16th St 753-6609
Classes or private lessons
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, Serving Murray for over
KY. is now renting You 12yrs 436-2858
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br PUPPIES for Christmas
units 502-527-8574 for Husky Collie mix, 5 weeks
more information Equal old, $20/ea 345-2462
Housing Opportunity
HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students Available for
Spring Semester Coleman
RE, 753-9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 1.140 sq ft duplex all
gas, central air, appliances
plus dishwasher, utility
room with w/cl hook-up,
quiet area avail 12/15,
lease arid deposit no pets
759 1087
NEW 2br duplex
appliances and microwave
furnished arid hook-up.
lease/deposit $425/mo
753-0167

SPANKING new 2br, 1
bath duplex with carport
Appliances furnished Central air and gas heat
$425/mo I month deposit
1 year lease no pets
753 2905

10. ACRES partially
wooded with creek plus
nice 3br home, lust waiting
for you Just reduced to
$46,500 MLS $4536 Call
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3BR. 2 bath, Irving room
dining room and den Many
recent updates Move in
condition Priced in the
$80s MLS $4430 Contact
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
GATESBOROUGH home
featuring 10' ceilings, hardwood floors, and a lovely
greatroom with fireplace
Add the liveability of a formal dining room. 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. 2 huge
walk in closets and you
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137,500
MLS $4230 Kopperud Realty 753-1222
HOME and 1 acre, Hwy
783 one mile south of Wiswell 435-6099
`

PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED IN THE
$30'5 3br, living room,
kitchen. 1 bath, dining
room, utility Washer and
dryer and appliances included 501 S 9th St
753-7027

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:

1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service We
represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed Savings Building
7th at Malit
Murray, KY 753-4199

Nationwide toll tree
1-1100-455-4199

S

'SA
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CIASSIFIEDS
, 7‘‘-'

TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Murray and Kentucky Lake Attractive
home and Attraceve pnce
Just reduced to $62 500
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MIS 64570

nolorcycles

1989 YAMAHA YZ80
6350 753-0890 after 5prn
1989 YAMAHA Blaster
4 witi•tiler 61450
492-8504 after 5 30)m
1 WHEELERS 1989 200
Basta 61595 1987 250x,
$111105 1988 350 Wwrior,
$1605 1987 00 Mato 4.
$895 Motorcycles 1986
Honda 10OR 6695 1987
Yamaha 80 Big Wheel
$695 1986 `romans 200
Bog Wheiii $795
437 4723 437 4639

'melees
Olive/

Serrkim
Mewl

Offered

ALPHA Builders - Carpeo
lry remodeling. porches
rooting concrete drive
ways painting mange
nonce et Free estimates
489-2303

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cook Service Complete ireallation and service Call Gary at
759-4754

FENCE sales at Sears
ANY remodeling building. now Call Sears 7512310
panting roofing Refer- for free esemate for your
needs
ences 759-1110
APPLIANCE SERVICE FORREST Construction
Kenmore. Westinghouse, Remodeling, additions. re
Whirlpool 30. years ex- per painting. countertops
BOBBY general carpentry and blue
perience
prints 753-9688 14 real{
HOPPER, 436-51348
experience
Kenwood Spectrum
Series Components 125W per channel
power amp, stereo
control amp
player

8 CO
The

$300

cheapest way to this
level of power and
sound this Christmas

Call 753-8760

HONDA CBR 600 F2 sport
bke red eel white Can be
seen at 904 Oliv•
753-702

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding. pant
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
trances 436 2701
GRAVEL ruck and back
hoe service 753 1221 or
753 1537
GUTTERING By Sears
Seers residential and common:al cononi.aous guests
installed Icy your specifics
bons Call Sears 753 2310
tor tree eSOMMIO
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper canonry
floor covering No job too
small 436 2052

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory vaned by 3 maor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my ruck Al
work arid parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753 2455
6 P-EE groi..ncl effects for
short bed S '0 $100 Cal BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive HANDYMAN will do car
753-7136
ways hauling founclasons peney electric plumbing
USED tires 195 70 14 Pc 759 4664
and general repairs Cal
Goodyear Eagle GT black
wall mounted and ba BACKHOE SERVICE 753 0596
lanced $125 • tax per set BRENT ALLEN septic tank HOME improvement Spa
Key Auto Parts Hwy 121 retaliation repair replace c.ashiSt Vinyl siding win
ment 7591515
South 7535500
doivs carports and patio
BILL Trays trucking for enclosures 753 0280
gravel die NI sand white KB ASSOCIATES Gen
rock rip rap and backhoe oral Construction remodel
work 474-2779
ing garages 043CAS patios
1970 NOl.A SS drag car BOB S Plumbing Repair interior rim 753 0834
....ght weight rolling cries Service Al work guaranKITCHEN CABINET RE
sos motor 8 transmission if teed 753-1134
COVERY exesong doors 8
needed 492 8615
CARPET and vinyl installs frames with woodgran for
1971 MERCURY Monte- ton and repays Glen Bib mice all coiors Free est
mates Wulf's Recovery
rey excellent condition
bet 759-1247
Murray 436 5560
75 000 original miles $950
753213' Family moving CARPORTS for car and
CARPET CLEANLEE'S
rucks Special sizes la
to Europe must set
motor homes boats RVs ING. For all your carpet and
1982 TOYOTA Cekca GT and etc Excellent protec upholstery call 753 5827
estimates
let back 5 speed good bon high Quality excellent Free
conclotoon $1950
value Roy Nit 759 4664 Emergency water removal
4892608
CHIN Chlm Chimney LICENSED for electric and
1984 OLDS Delta 88 Sweeps has ic% senior gas 753 7203
Black 2dr ociaded one citizen dismounts We sell
with
owner excellent condrten chimney caps and screens PLUMI3ING repawman
same day service Cali
'1je: moles Cal Judy at 435 4191
436 5255
Pant Plus 759-4979
C.OLSON S Home Repair PLUMBING
Free esti
Remodeling carpentry mates Affordable rate
1985 PLYMOUTH Tur
erno 2dr asp In good painting and plumbing Same day service All work
condition $1550 obo Cal 436-2575 after 5orn
guaranteed 492 8816
489 2609
COUNTERTOPS custom REFINISHING stripping
'986 -eBARON GTS Homes trailers offices custom woodworking
Turbo 89xxx hoghway Wulffs Recovery Murray 753 8056
miles Gooci iady $ or tartly *36 5560
car 1300C obo 436 2333
ROGER Hudson rock haulDRYWALL hreshing re
gravel sand dirt drive1989 CHEVY Beretta local pairs additions and blow ing
way rock 753 4545
one-owner excellent con- wig ceilings 753-4761
753-6763
dition. 45 000 mites radio
air 5 speed liget blue
6700 down and take ova
payments Price $1200
OS
less than book retail
753-4199
CUSTOM 10TC1401 C.AIIINIETS
1991 C.HEVFKXET Cava
CUSTOM IN000,031111UNG
kw RS 4-door automatic
AM Types Of:
sic 17 000 mass $650C
753 1647
Custom Woodworking
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113 Sunset
klusoc Murray s
or* :::ar Audio Speciarst
Doxeland Denier 1 block
!Tom MSU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavelar 44cl, moles amilm
stereo a c $5692
7519240
415

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see WI shOwrOOT
SOS s-ea..Yr. iRAV ikxif B,ny finbst

dryers

-

1992 FORD Factory Cony
Van rutty loaded VCR TV

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KeMnator-Emerson-Brown

many extras must sell loo
*3 to enaoy travel Ask tor

'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

Lydia 489 27'6

753-5341 or 753-1270

GOOD condition old pop
up camper $375 Ferrety
moving to Europe pnced to
soll 753-2137

Every Tuesday Night
..pom at NM

at 7:00

Knights of Columbus Hall
WV 4 WOE to Johnny Rammer Rost
moue0 Se Hoe Rost nip an $e Me Real IFS Mb
04.1

• •.r

•

.

753-Oxisf, PO How 1011 ktia,
A • 'OWN countr f yard

AL S hauling yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 7501683

Murray High School students Angie Lyons, Paige Alcott, John
Faughn, Marquette Foster and Shannon Farley sort some of the
toys contributed by MHS business students to the Fire Department's Christmas toy drives.

WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 502 443-2944

Father allowed partial
grave visitation rights
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP) - Belcher contends he cannot
Jerry Belcher is happy that a
afford to move his daughter's
judge is allowing him to visit his
remains and said no other cemetonly child's grave on Sundays. ery would allow him to erect a
But that is little solace to the
shelter. He had vowed to coneastern Kentucky man as Chnsttinue his visits, even without
mas approaches.
court permission.
"We always visit with our
"She was the world, start to
baby on Christmas," Belcher said finish, for us," said Belcher, who
after his appearance Monday in
said a back injury from his minLetcher District Court. "But we
ing days prevented him from
won't be able to do that this year, climbing the hill that Wright's
because Christmas is on a Friday. earlier order made available to
... It will be hell.'
him. "She (Branham) canYdo
Belcher won a partial victory
what she wants. 1 am going to see
Monday when Judge Sam Wright
my baby. That's my life up on
structured a restraining order so
that hill."
the Pike County man could visit
When the girl died, Jerry Belthe private cemetery in neighboring Letcher County where his cher said his brother and former
daughter, Melissa Ann Belcher, is sister-in-law offered to let her be
buried in the plot, with the promboned.
Belcher, 46, of Dot-ton, has tar- ise that it would become a family
nod at the gravesite two or three cemetery. Although Jerry Belcher
times each week since his asked that the promise be put into
daughter died of a kidney ailment writing, he said his brother
in 1982 at the age of 12. He insisted that wasn't necessary
crafted a 12-by-14-foot shelter because they were family.
Charles Belcher confirms his
over her pink granite, heartaccount.
brother's
shaped gravestone and has scatLast August, Jerry Belcher
tered stuffed animals, plastic
flowers and a music box about sought to have his access to the
grave and burial rights for himthe plot.
But the cemetery belongs to self and his wife guaranteed in
writing.
Patricia Branham, who divorced
But Branham's attorney, DarBelcher's brother, Charles Belrell Hall, replied Sept. 10 that she
cher, in 1990. And after alleged
wouldn't grant the request. On
threats from Belcher, the woman
4, she obtained the
.Dcc.
got a protective order and warned
Belcher not to trespass on her emergency protective order.
"He has said he would blow
property.
my
brains out," she wrote on the
Following a 31/2 -hour hearing
request for protection. Jerry BelMonday, Wright issued a
restraining order requiring that cher denied the allegation, but his
brother confirmed the threat in
Belcher remain at least 5(X) feet
court.
from Branham and her home. But
Branham said Jerry Belcher
Wnght said Belcher could use the
up the cemetery and cut the
kept
road leading to the cemetery and
RMS.
could visit his daughter's grave
between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. on
"The man came and went as
Sundays.
he pleased," she said. "I never
Belcher asked Wright for more
said a word to him until he
own
my
of
"for
peace
time
started to harass me."
Belcher's attorney, Terry Keemind." But the judge stood firm
saying, "I'm trying to accommo- see, said he thought Wright's ruldate you the best I can."
ing was "very fair. For now,
we'll live with the 2 to 4 on
Branham did not comment on
Sundays."
the decision.

Horoscopes
tilt RSD \N. I/Fri:AMER 24,1992'
l'or ',our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-901)-9XX-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
11.‘PPV BIRTHDAV! IN THE were unable to complete yesterday.
NEXT 'FAR OF YOUR LIFE: At home, avoid resting on your lauBusiness affairs are highlighted. Trs. rels. Assist mate.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221: You
to spend more time with those who
have supported you in the past. hit it off immediately with someone
March of 1993 is an introspective you meet or do business with for the
month, followed by a somewhat first time. An upsurge of energy is
hectic April. Late spring sees big indicated. Tackle a domestic task
adsances in a personal relationship. you haw been postponing.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Marriage holds strong appeal.
Growth and development are Someone refuses to make a decision
emphasized throughout next sum- in haste. It may take a while to get
mer. You tackle your work with important papers signed and sealed.
renewed sigor as fall begins. A pro- Provide a special treat for your
motion or raise is likely in Nosem- romantic partner tonight.
. 211:
SCORPIO 10c1.
her.
CF:LEBRITIES BORN ON Holiday cheer abounds! Not a banner day for conducting business. Be
THIS DATE: poet Matthew
Arnold. actress Jill Bennett, hiothall friendly to any newcomers you meet
player John Matuszak. actress Asa at social functions. Tonight. seek
pleasure in simple things.
(;ardner.
SAGITTARIUS i Nos.22 Ike.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
Expand your approach to communi- 2I): Stay calm it last-minute deselty service. New groups need your opments throw you oft balance.
sisionars talents. Do not strive for a Look user your schedule for next
leadership role: being one of the week to he certain you have allowed
team holds sonic surprising rewards. enough time between appointments.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
TAI Rt S April 20-May 201:
You are full ot the Chnstmas spirit 19e Do not begin any new work
projects at this late date. Leave work
.0% cd ones seem easier to get
it Oa
along with. Romance looks great for early to he with your lox ed ones.
Visit those friends or relatis es
those who are toot-loose and fancy tonight whom you will not see
tree. Dress to impress tonight.
GEMINI I May 2I -June 20): Christmas tbs.
MA...ARILS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Being -reunited with a long-absent
family member means everything to Focus on details. The hest-laid plans
sou. Make the first mose to resolve can go awry because of one miscala domestic misunderstanding. Do culation. Your concentration is
any advance preparations you can to excellent once you get down to
work. A phone call brings wondersase time tomorrow.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): flu news.
PISCES I Feb. 19-Marchi 20):
Your co-workers seem to move at a
snails pace. Relax. Handle routine Make holiday phone calls early in
tasks and mail last-minute holiday the day to avoid not getting through.
cards. Enoy the convisiality of an Curb last-minute shipping. Moderation is important so that you not start
party but limit your drinks.
of
LEO (July. 23-Aug. 22): A first- the New Year head user heels in
lass day tor dealing with people at
debt.
a distance. Try to clinch a deal you
TOD.XY'S CHILDREN are practical, purposeful and fairly. conservause in their thinking. Flexible and determined, they are experts at turning
almost any situation to their advantage. Count on them to he somewhat singleminded in pursuit of their goals! Frugal-by nature, these hardworking
(apricoms rarely have to worry about money. They take good care of both
their possessions and their close personal relationships. Both are essential to
their happiness!

1

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001

•
II

moillIMMINS

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

One choice is to play for West to
have the king of hearts, in which
case two heart finesses will allow
South to avoid a heart loser and to
discard one of his losing diamonds.
Declarer's only losers in this case
would he two clubs and a diamond.
Another possibility is to attempt
two finesses in diamonds against the
missing king and queen. If West has
either or both honors, declarer will
lose only two clubs and a diamond.
eventually discarding his heart loser
on dummy's fourth diamond
Ultimately,the proper line of play
boils down to a question of probabilities. Since there is only a 50 percent
chance that West was dealt the king
of hearts, and about a 75 percent
chance that he was dealt one or both
diamond honors, it follows that declarer should pin his hopes on the
diamond suit
Accordingly, after drawing
There are many deals where, after the opening lead. declarer does trumps and discarding a heart from
not know whether he will make his dummy, declarer leads the deuce of
contract. When the outcome depends diamonds to dummy's eight. In the
on how declarer elects to play rather actual deal. East wins with the king
than on how the opposing cards are and returns a club, ruffed by South.
divided, the element of judgment Declarer then leads the diamond ten
enters the picture. It is these hands and lets it ride. When the ten holds,
that are of the greatest interest to the diamond finesse is repeated and
the contract in made
most players.
Note that if South leads the ten of
Most such deals offer declarer a
choice of plays that can be resolved diamonds initially rather than the
on a conunonaense basis. Today's deuce, he goes down. In that case.
hand is typical.The defense starts by he'll find himself in the wrong hand
playing three rounds of clubs, de- after the second diamond finesse
clarer rutting the third. How should wins,and sooner or later he'll have to
lose a trick to the king of hearts.
South proceed?
Tomorrow The Gerber convention.

North dealer
Roth sides vulnerable
NI MTH
•K
A Q.1 6
• A .1 9
•K 4 3
VI'EST
EAST
1962
• 4
•K 1054
•'d72
• ti 7 4 3
•K 5 •
+A9 5
•(.4 .1 106
SOUTH
•A QJ 107
V 53
• 1062
•72
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
Pass
1*
41
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead — queen of clubs.

Steele-Allbritten, Inc,

A 1 TREE removal Wee
rimming Light hauling
odd lobs F fee estimates
436-2102 ask for Luke

THE Gullet Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed. insured Eakin... avalabte
759-4690
THE House Works home
repair and maintenance.
commercial or residential
painting plumbing rernod
cling, lawn maintenance
no Job too small 24 hour
emergency service
753 7407

...........
..........

•

•• '

•". .....
..

...

...

Our
Sincerest
Thanks

A Question of Probabilities

11
11,1',/illilklPi4:11J:1111
window ea conditioners
Service or,.brands
washers freezer{
mw...rowa /*.s dishwashers gas 8 electric ranges

heuting
ripe estimates
Tim Lamb 436 2529
AlTREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
Spm 7589616 753-0495

T C Dinh Repair and Meintenanc• Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 leen
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm

Contract Bridge

refnge•av_,rs

-nowng andscap,ng tree
win,rning tree remove. .ight

in CMwc:

1904

Yeas

14 TRI-hut 65roc kArw,:ury
runs good S
753 9038

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Conetruction Home
repairs andil remodeling
roofing room additions
foundation work Free **main No lobs loo big or
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS. too small Call S&L Con
installation. repair. replace- 'ruction 753 3870 day or
moot Bacehoe service night
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
SEWING nachne repair Removal Insured with kill
Kenneth Barnhill line of equipment Free es
753 2674
timates Day or night
SHEETROCK finishing, 753 5484
textured ceilings Larry
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Chrismen 492 8742
Service Center cleaning
WALT'S Mobile Home Re servicing $15 most repairs
paw Soundproofing rub- $35 New location Route
Almo Open 9 12 I 5
ber coating for roofs park
ing lot sealing flat roofs Mon Fri '53 0530
repaired 502 436 2776

ROCKY COLSON Herne
Repair Roofing. siding.
panting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2307

F

for your friendship and good will.
We appreciate your business and wish
you the best of everything in 1993!

1,1111N1)1117

BOONE
CLEANERS

Hours: Thurs. 7 a.m.-12 Noon
Closed Friday & Saturday

Reopen Monday 7 a.m.
606 Main Street 753-2552
diNglIfii if •
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Looking Back

Toth\ in I listorv
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 23, the 358th day of 1992. There are
eight days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 23, 1788, Maryland voted to cede a 100-square-mile area
for the seat of the national government. About two-thirds of the area
became the District of Columbia.
On this date:
In 1783, George Washington resigned as commander-in-chief of the
Army and retired to his home at Mount Vernon, Va.
In 1805, Joseph Smith Junior', founder of the Mormon Church, was
born in Sharon, Vt.
In 1823, the poem "A Visit from St. Nicholas" by Clement C.
Moore was published anonymously in the "Troy (New York)
Sentinel."
In 1980, a state funeral was held in Moscow for former Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin, who had died Dec. 18 at age 76.
In 1986, the experimental airplane "Voyager," piloted by Dick
Ratan and Jeana Yeager, completed the first non-stop, round-theworld flight without refueling as it landed safely at Edwards Air Force
Base in California.
Ten years ago: South Korean opposition figure Kim Dae-jung
arrived in the United States after being released from prison. Federal
health officials advised residents of Times Beach, Mo., not to return
to their flood-damaged homes because of signs of dioxin contamination. Actor-director Jack Webb ("Dragnet") died in West Hollywood,
Calif., at age 62.
Five years ago: Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme, serving a life sentence for the attempted assassination of President Gerald R. Ford in
1975, escaped from the Alderson Federal Prison for Women in West
Virginia. (She was recaptured two days later.)
One year ago: President Bush spoke by telephone with Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, after which a senior Bush administration official said the United States would extend diplomatic recognition to the
Russian republic.
Today's Birthdays: Photographer Yousuf Karsh is 84. Actor James
Gregory is 81. Dancer Jose Greco is 74. Actor Gerald S. O'Loughlin
is 71. Actress Ruth Roman is 68. The emperor of Japan, Akihito, is
59.
Thought for Today: "Life is like playing a violin solo in public and
learning the instrument as one goes on." — Samuel Butler, English
poet (1612-1680).

Tea years ago
Michael Childress, son of Mrs.
Norma Childress, is the recipient
of a S12,000 President's Scholarship to the University of Tampa
at Tampa, Fla. He is a senior at
Murray High School.
A feature story about the birthdays of Dr. Rainey T. Wells on
Dec. 25 and Dr. John W. Can on
Dec. 13 is published. The story
was written by Dr. L.J. Hortin.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Willett,
Dec. 6; a a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Dean Bush, Dec. 9; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Nord,
Dec. 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Edwards, Dec. 13.
Margaret Claydean Wilson and
Phil! Keith McCallon were married on Nov. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Lents
will be married for 50 years on
Dec. 24.

Twenty years ago
The Outstanding Civilian Service Medal, second highest honor
bestowed upon a private citizen
by Secretary of Amry on behalf
of president of United States, has
been presented to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president emeritus of
Murray State, in recogniton of his
support of the ROTC Program
from September 1952 to Jan. 7,
1968.
Preston Ty Holland, head football coach at Murray High
School, has announced his retirement from that position after 43
seasons on the sidelines.
Murray State University Racers
beat Jackson State 83 to 76 in a
basketball game played at Fieldhouse at Murray. High team scorers were Les Taylor for Murray
and Short for Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford L.
Rogers will be married for 50

years on Dec. 23.
Thirty years ago
Sp4 William N. McLemore,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C.
McLemore of Murray, is stationed at Fort Riley, Kan.
Bettie Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Smith of Kirksey, is
a junior at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn.

Forty years ago
A.H. Webb has resigned his
position as chief of the Murray
Police Deparunent.
Airman Second Class Joe G.
Baker Jr. is serving at Charleston,
S.C. His wife is the former Jackie
Maddox of Murray. He is the son
of Mrs. Joe G. Baker Sr. of
Murray.

Rob Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calloway County High School Ralph Ray of Murray, has been
Lakers beat South Marshall High selected for Who's Who Among
School Rebels in a basketball Students in American Universigame. High team scorers were ties and Collegs at Murray State
Housden for Calloway and Miller University.
for South Marshall.
The marriage of Jessie Bryson
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Glenn C. Wooden has been
and Mrs. James D. Capps, a boy announced. The vows were said
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Utley, a Dec. 14 at Shelbyville, Tenn.
Births reported include a boy
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey
to
Moore, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dec. 16; a boy to Mr. and
Jr.,
to
boy
a
and
Jr.
Wells Purdom
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Max Dick. Mrs. Jewel Melton, Dec. 17.

I.

Dear Abby
DEAR READERS: A faithful
reader for more than 30 years —
who requested anonymity —
wrote the following:
DEAR ABBY: For Christmas, I
don't want another crystal bud
vase. I have four under my kitchen
sink, and nobody brings me flowers
anyway. I don't want a sausage and
cheese tray — too much cholesterol
for this old lady. I don't want another music box to find a place for. I
have too many now. I don't want a
silk nightgown, perfumed soap, a
fancy bed jacket, dusting powder or

a bird feeder.
What do I want? Ask me! I'm not
shy. I have told you already what I
really want for Christmas, but I
never got it. Maybe this time I will.
I want you to give me a few
hours. Take me and my cumbersome wheelchair to the mall; I'd
love to see the lights and hear the
music. I would also like to be driven
around town so I can see the Christmas decorations — then maybe stop
for a hot cocoa.
I would like a book of postage
stamps, a writing tablet with lines
and some plain envelopes. I would

also appreciate a decent ballpoint
pen that works, and some telephone
coupons so I can make a few longdistance calls to people I will probably never see again.
I would really appreciate a visit
from you and other family members
— especially my grandchildren who
call and say, "Hi, Grandma. How
are you? I love you. Gotta go. See
you later. Bye!"
I would like someone to offer to
pay my heating bill for one month.
(With five sons, six daughters and
42 grandchildren, that shouldn't be
so hard to do.) And I sure wish

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

;
6

someone would come over here and
test my smoke alarm.
I really do love all of you; otherwise, why would I feel free to tell
you what is on my mind?
GRANDMA
DEAR ABBY: Is it OK to keep
an engagement ring after the
engagement has been broken?
My boyfriend wants the ring
back, and I feel that it was a gift
that is mine to keep. I need an
answer fast because he is fuming.
DISENGAGED

DEAR DISENGAGED: An
engagement is more than a
"gift" — it signifies that a proposal of marriage has been
accepted.
If there has been a change of
heart — or mind — the ring
should be returned. With few
exceptions, if the engagement
has been broken by the woman,
she willingly returns the ring.
If the gentleman breaks the
engagement, he may be so
relieved — or guilt-ridden — he
may offer to let the woman keep
the ring as a consolation prize.
(If it's under a half-carat.I
In most cases of a "disengagement," the woman willingly surrenders the engagement ring —
and the gentleman happily
accepts it.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU:
Please be a "deer" and give your
newspaper delivery person and
your mail carrier a couple of
bucks for the holidays.

BETTER C31AE THROWN
IN MODES KIR This"

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
"Una 7/isvs4 SURPRISED US 8Y
"DEAR fitiENDS,
CHARTERING A SET, PICKING
WHAT A YEAR! wE HAD TWO
UP ALL NINE GRANDCHILDREN,
WEDOiNGS, HOWARD WAS PROAND WHISKING US ALL OFF TO
MOTED To PRESiDENT, AND
A CARIBBEAN SPA, WHERE
LUCILLE FINISHED HER DOCTOR
LUCILLE AND I EACH LOST 25
ATE AT AGE fiS !...
POUNDS AND THE LITTLE ONES
LEARNED FRENCH' WE LgRE
AISLE TO KEEP UP ON ALL OUR.
CHARM1 WORK VA SOfTwARE
CREATED 84 OUR OwN TERI AND.:.
,at•
•,

•
• !

p

40U HAVE TO OWE THEM
CRUM, AT LEAST THEY
INSPIRED u5 TO DO SOMETHING
TO&EIMER AS A FAMILY
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5°0
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The Philadelphia Air Quartet
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Crosswords

OA)
•
PI
ACROSS
1 Child's
favorite spot
4 Scene of
first miracle
8 Quarrel
12 Period of
time
13 Employed
14 Unadulterated
15 Ventilate
16 Act of
resounding
18 Deadly
20 Jog
21 Printer's
measure
22 Chicken
23 Vases
27 Uncouth
person
29 Brick carrier
30 Fold
31 Hypothetical
force
32 Take down a

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
I'LL TURN ON THE ooTSIDE
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS SO HE CAN
SEE. OUR ROOF... I'LL LEAVE OUT
MILK AND COOKIES /N CASE HE'S
HONCrRY... AND.- OH, YEAH

DOWN
1

F•Illkot Synd,At

SANTA SHOULDN'T HAVE ANY
TROUBLE AT OUR HOUSE
TOMORROW NIGHT;

'
111

PEANUTS

I JUST REMEMBERED
AREN'T WE SUPPOSED
TO LEAVE SOMETHING
UNDER TNE CHRISTMAS
TREE FOR SANTA 2
CLAUS

2

12

4

— (humble)
33 Ocean
34 Italian river
35 Title of
respect
37 Perth
38 Corded cloth
39 Hebrew
measure
40 Everyone
41 Maiden loved
by Zeus
42 Aleutian
island
44 "— Landing"
47 Performance
51 Witty remark
52 Medicinal
plant
53 "God's
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
PLOT
HUE
DOEIB
RAGE
OPT
ANNE
AL I PED
MELLOW
OASES
STEIN
SOME
SECT
DAY
H 10 ERECT
BE
ERA
OD
SAT
WARNS
TOR
TEST
AMID
ETAPE
STI Ell
PROPER
TASTED
E La ALA I
OLGE
TERN
NAP
REDS
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7 Decorate
8 Kitchen
utensil
9 Play on
words
10 Joan of —
11 Golfer's need
17 Bond
nemesis
19 Early morn
10 11
9
8
22 Pig
24 Note of scale
25 Back of neck
1III 26 Cease
27 Singer Perry

1 Page of book
2 Soto
3 Separated
4 Ringlet
5 Peer Gynt's
mother
6 Settled in
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DEAR DR GOTT Can there be a
connection between menopause and
severe vertigo attacks? I've had two
to four such attacks yearly for the last
four years. They begin with severe
dizziness, followed by eight to 12
hours of vomiting that require my
staying in bed for several days to recuperate. Two relatives have suffered
the same symptoms and have been
treated with Compazine. Once menopause symptoms were gone. the attacks disappeared.
DEAR READER I don't know
whether vertigo and menopause are
related in some women; it's an intriguing hypothesis.
The trouble is that vertigo is common and menopause is universal
Therefore, you'd expect the two conditions to co-exist in many instances
Vertigo, with its attendant violent
vomiting, is usually due to a disturbance in the inner ear, where the organs of balance lie. Most attacks of
vertigo last only a few hours or days
Although Compazine. an anti-nausea
drug, may help patients with vertigo.
I've had more luck with the prescription drug Antivert.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections and Disorders." Other readers who would like a
copy should send r1.25 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently underwent surgery for bleeding ulcers
During the procedure, my spleen was
injured and had to be removed What
will happen to me without a spleen?
DEAR READER - The normal
spleen, a spongy organ in the upper
left abdomen, acts as a filter to remove old, worn out blood cells and
bacteria from the bloodstream. You
won't miss your spleen; it's not a vital
organ and the blood-cell filtering is
not crucial to health.
On the other hand, loss of the spleen
as a bacterial filter does put you at
greater risk for certain infections, notably those spread through the bloodstream. Hence, your doctor will probably supply you with liberal
quantities of antibiotics if you become
ill with a bacterial infection, such as
pneumonia or a strep throat.
Because the spleen is a relatively
fragile organ, much like a very over-

ripe melon, it is easily nicked or injured during abdominal surgery. Once
this happens, it's easier and safer simply to remove the spleen, rather than
attempt to repair it.
There are many healthy people
walking around minus their spleens.
You should have no untoward
consequences
it
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BEST WISHES AND HEARTFELT
THANKS TO EVERYONE
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Being a part of this wonderful community is truly a blessing.
We hope you all have a Christmas to he remembered with joy.
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